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ABSTRACT 

 

In this work, the detailed analysis of GABAB–R/G protein coupling in the course of pre– 

and postnatal development of rat brain cortex indicated the significant intrinsic efficacy of 

GABAB–receptors already shortly after the birth: at postnatal day 1 and 2. Subsequently, both 

baclofen and SKF97541–stimulated G protein activity, measured as the high–affinity 

[
35

S]GTPγS binding, was increased. The highest level of agonist–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS 

binding was detected at postnatal days 14 and 15. In older rats, the efficacy, i.e. the maximum 

response of baclofen– and SKF97541–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding was continuously 

decreased so, that the level in adult, 90–days old rats was not different from that in newborn 

animals.  

The potency of G protein response to baclofen stimulation, characterized by EC50 

values, was also high at birth but unchanged by further development. The individual variance 

among the agonists was observed in this respect, as the potency of SKF97541 response was 

decreased when compared in 2–days old and adult rats.  

The highest plasma membrane density of GABAB–R, determined by saturation binding 

assay with specific antagonist [
3
H]CGP54626A, was observed in 1–day old animals. The 

further development was reflected in decrease of receptor number. The adult level was ≈3–

fold lower than in new born rats.   

The ontogenetic development of Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase, which was used as marker of the 

overall brain development, was completely different from that observed in the study of 

GABAB–R–signaling cascade: plasma membrane density of Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase was 

continuously increased in the course of the whole postnatal period; the adult level was ≈3–

fold higher than in new born (1–day–old) rats.  

The high level of lipofuscin like pigments (LFP) was generated in rat brain cortex 

during the first 5 days of postnatal life. Maximum level of LFP was detected on the postnatal 

day 2. Starting from the postnatal day 10, LFP concentration returned down to the prenatal 

level. A new rise in LFP concentration was observed in 90-days old animals. This second 

increase of LFP may indicate the beginning of the aging process in rat brain cortex. 
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ABSTRAKT 

 

Byla provedena detailní analýza spřažení GABAB-R s G proteinem během 

prenatálního a postnatálního vývoje mozkové kůry potkana, která ukázala významnou vnitřní 

účinnost GABAB-R hned po narození (1. a 2. den). Následně byla zjištěna stimulovaná 

funkční aktivita G proteinů baklofenem i SKF97541 (agonisté GABAB-R), která byla měřena 

pomocí vazby [
35

S] GTPγS, jejíž nejvyšší hodnota byla detekována během 14. a 15. dne 

postnatálního vývoje. Účinnost, tj. maximální odpověď baklofenem a SKF97541 stimulované 

vazby [
35

S] GTPγS, se u starších potkanů stále snižovala tak, že její hodnota měřená u 

devadesátidenních potkanů se nelišila od hodnot u novorozených zvířat.  

 Velikost odpovědi G proteinů na stimulaci baklofenem (vyjádřena jako EC50) byla 

také zvýšena po narození a během dalšího vývoje se neměnila. Na rozdíl od baklofenu se síla 

odpovědi SKF97541 zmenšovala (při porovnání dvoudenních mláďat a dospělých potkanů). 

 Nejvyšší zastoupení GABAB-R v plazmatické membráně stanovené pomocí 

saturačních vazebných pokusů s použitím specifického antagonisty [
3
H] CGP54626A bylo 

detekováno u jednodenních zvířat. Další vývoj byl charakterizován snížením počtu receptorů. 

Ve srovnání s novorozenými potkany byla hladina u dospělých jedinců 3x nižší.  

 Ontogenetický vývoj Na
+
/K

+
-ATPázy (která slouží jako standard celkového vývoje 

mozku) se zcela lišil ve srovnání s vývojem signalizační kaskády GABAB-R: množství 

Na
+
/K

+
-ATPázy ve frakcích plazmatických membrán se neustále zvyšovalo v průběhu celé 

ontogeneze; hladina u dospělých zvířat byla až 3x vyšší než u mláďat.  

 V mozkové kůře se vytvářela vysoká hladina lipofuscinových pigmentů (LFP) během 

prvních pěti dnů od narození. Maximální množství LFP bylo detekováno u dvoudenních 

zvířat. Po 10 dnech se koncentrace LFP vrátila na prenatální hodnotu. Nový vzestup LFP byl 

zaznamenán u devadesátidenních potkanů. Toto další zvýšení obsahu LFP může představovat 

začátek procesu stárnutí mozkové kůry potkana.  
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2. ABBREVIATIONS 

 

BPM – bulk of plasma membranes 

DRM – detergent–resistant membrane domain 
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3. AIMS OF THE THESIS 

 

1) The first aim of my work was to improve and refine the method for isolation of plasma 

membrane fraction (PM) from frontal brain cortex. The main problem in the past was to find 

an optimum compromise between the amount of protein applied per density gradient and the 

purity of PM preparation. Application of the high amount of protein in post–nuclear fraction 

(PNS) resulted in PM contaminated to the higher or lower degree by mitochondrial fragments. 

Furthermore, the recovery of PM protein, when compared with the starting homogenate or 

post–nuclear fraction, was not always reproducible and standard. The improved method was 

subsequently used for studies of opioid– and GABAB–receptor signaling in frontal brain cortex 

(Bourova et al., 2010; Ujcikova et al., 2011, Ujcikova et al., 2014).  

I have also participated in testing the effect of non–ionic detergents Triton–X100 and 

Brij58 on brain cortex PM and compared flotation of Percoll–purified PM in the presence or 

absence of low–concentrations of these detergents. This procedure has been introduced in our 

laboratory by Drs. V. Lisy, L. Rudajev and J. Stohr and at present time, it may be used for 

preparation of membrane domains/ rafts with unchanged or even higher efficacy of coupling 

between GABAB–R and the cognate G protein of Gi/Go family, than the original, detergent–

untreated domains (Figs. 22–25).  

 

2) The second aim of my work was to introduce the new method for determination of the 

number of GABAB–R in PM prepared form the frontal rat brain cortex. This can not be done 

by radiolabelled GABA itself because of the low–affinity of GABA for these receptors. 

Therefore, I have introduced the two radioligands, agonist [
3
H]baclofen and antagonist 

[
3
H]CGP54626A, carried out the direct saturation binding assays with increasing 

concentrations of these specific and highly radioactive ligands and determined the maximum 

number (Bmax) and dissociation constant (Kd) of their binding sites in various PM 

preparations (Kagan et al., 2012). The Bmax values of [
3
H]baclofen– and [

3
H]CGP54626A–

binding in PM were determined in parallel with [
3
H]ouabain binding, which was used as an 

estimate of PM density of prototypical PM marker, Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase (Dlouha et al., 2012). PM 

content of Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase was also used as a general marker of forebrain cortex development 

and maturation of PM protein composition.  
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3) Determination of the number of GABAB–receptors at different stages of ontogenetic 

development is not sufficient to characterize the function of GABAB–R signaling cascade as 

the primary signal represented by binding of GABA to receptor sites oriented at the 

extracellular side of plasma membrane is transmitted into the cell interior by trimeric G 

proteins.  These proteins transmit the signal further down–stream but also terminate and 

regulate the functioning of GABAB–R pathway. For this third aim of my work I used the 

high–affinity [
35

S]GTPγS binding assay adapted to analysis of the brain tissue. This 

methodological improvement was based on the usage of relatively high GDP concentrations 

(20–30 µM) which suppressed the high basal level of [
35

S]GTPγS binding (Roubalova et al., 

2010; Kagan et al., 2012).  

 

4) Potent GABAB–R agonist SKF97541 was described as a useful agent in treatment of at 

least some forms of epileptic seizures. Therefore, I have compared the ontogenetic profile of 

baclofen– and SKF–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding with the aim to define even the small 

difference between these two agents when stimulating the cognate G proteins. The maximum 

of baclofen–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding was detected at postnatal day 10, while the 

maximum of SKF–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding was measured at postnatal day 15. Thus, the 

effect of these two agonists on functional activity of GABAB–R in the course of postnatal 

period was not the same (Kagan et al., 2012).  

 

5) Finally, I have participated in studies of formation of lipofuscin–like pigments (LFP) in 

frontal rat brain cortex in the neonatal period and during the early postnatal period.  The 

generation of LFP represents an important test/ marker of oxidative damage of the brain tissue 

by free oxygen radicals. Analysis of LFP was made first in the whole tissue homogenates 

(Wilhelm at al., 2011), subsequently, LFP were determined in different subcellular membrane 

fractions: nuclear sediment, post–nuclear supernatant, mitochondria, microsomes, crude 

plasma membranes and cytosol (Fig. 35). Our results indicate that the highest accumulation of 

oxidative products takes place immediately after the birth; our results also indicate that brain 

LFP constitute a complex mixture of many chemical compounds whose composition is 

changing during development. 
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4. INTRODUCTION 

 

4.1. G protein coupled receptors  

 

The extracellular signals such as the light, hormones, neurotransmitters, pheromones, 

odorants and also Ca
2+

 cations interact with and bind to the large family of the plasma 

membrane receptors which are functionally coupled with guanine–nucleotide binding 

regulatory proteins (G proteins), G protein–coupled receptors.   

Hormones and neurotransmitters bind primarily to the stereo–specific site of the receptor 

molecule which is located at the cell surface and exposed to extracellular side of plasma 

membrane and a surrounding water space. The binding reaction represents the first step in 

complicated sequence of molecular events transmitting the signal from the extracellular side 

of plasma membrane into the cell interior. Therefore, the final physiological response of a 

given cell type is initiated and regulated by the primary molecular events proceeding in 

plasma membrane at receptor level. In all GPCR–initiated signaling cascades, the hormone or 

neurotransmitter binding induces conformational change of receptor molecule, which is 

transmitted to G protein and induces dissociation of trimeric G protein–complex (non–active) 

into the free (active) Gα and Gβγ subunits. Subsequently, both Gα and Gβγ activate a 

numerous enzyme activities (effectors) or ionic channels which then regulate the intracellular 

concentrations of secondary messengers such as cAMP, cGMP, IP3, diacylglycerol (DAG), 

arachidonic acid, sodium, potassium or calcium cations (Fig. 1).  
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Fig. 1  Structural and functional organization of G protein–coupled receptors (GPCRs) 

in plasma membrane 

 

 

From Bockaert, J., Pin J. P. (1999) Molecular tinkering of G protein–coupled receptors: an evolutionary success. The EMBO 

Journal 18, 1723–1729 

 

 (A) GPCRs have a central common core made of seven transmembrane helices (TM1–TM7) 

connected by three intracellular (i1, i2, i3) and three extracellular (e1, e2, e3) loops. The 

diversity of messages which activate these receptors is an illustration of their evolutionary 

success.  

(B) Illustration of the central core of rhodopsin. The core is viewed from the cytoplasm. The 

length and orientation of the TMs are deduced from the two–dimensional crystal of bovine 

and frog rhodopsin. The N– and C–terminal and i3 are included in TM3 and TM6. The core is 

represented in its active conformation. The TM6 and TM7 lean out of the structure, the TM7 

turn by 30% on its axis (clockwise as viewed from the cytoplasm). This opens a cleft in the 

central core in which G proteins can find their way. The i2 and i3 loops are the two main 

loops engaged in G protein recognition and activation. 
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4.2. Classification and diversity of GPCRs 

 

Three main families of GPCRs were recognized by comparison of amino–acid 

sequences of individual receptor proteins. Receptors from different families share no 

sequence similarity. This indicates a remarkable example of molecular convergence in the 

course of evolution (Fig. 2).  

 

Family 1 contains most GPCRs including receptors for odorants. Group 1a contains 

GPCRs for small ligands including rhodopsin and β–adrenergic receptors. The binding site is 

localized within the seven TMs. Group 1b contains receptors for peptides whose binding site 

includes the N–terminal, the extracellular loops and the superior parts of TMs. Group 1c 

contains GPCRs for glycoprotein hormones. It is characterized by a large extracellular domain 

and a binding site which is mostly extracellular but at least with contact with extracellular 

loops e1 and e3.  

 

Family 2 GPCRs have a similar morphology to group Ic GPCRs, but they do not share 

any sequence homology. Their ligands include high molecular weight hormones such as 

glucagon, secretine, VIP–PACAP and the Black widow spider toxin, α–latrotoxin 

(Krasnoperov et al., 1997; Davletov et al., 1998).  

 

Family 3 contains mGluRs, Ca
2+

–sensing receptors, GABAB–receptors and a group of 

putative pheromone receptors coupled to the G protein Go (termed VRs and Go–VN) became 

new members of this family. 

 

Family 4 comprises pheromone receptors (VNs) associated with Gi. 

 

Family 5 includes the ‘frizzled’ and the ‘smoothened’ (Smo) receptors involved in 

embryonic development and in particular in cell polarity and segmentation. The cAMP 

receptors (cAR) have only been found in D. discoıdeum but its possible expression in 

vertebrate has not yet been reported.  
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Fig. 2                         Classification and diversity of GPCRs 

 

 

 

 

From Bockaert J., Pin, J.P. (1999) Molecular tinkering of G protein–coupled receptors: an evolutionary success. The EMBO 

Journal 18, 1723–1729 
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4.3. Receptors for γ–aminobutric acid (GABA) 

 

The main inhibitory system in the brain uses –aminobutyric acid (GABA) as a 

transmitter. –aminobutyric binds to three types of receptors – GABAA (Olsen and Venter, 

1986), GABAB (Bowery et al. 1989, 1991, 1993) and GABAC (Bormann and Feigenspan 

1995). GABAA receptor is a part of supra–molecular complex GABAA chloride ionophore and a 

consequence of its activation is opening of chloride channel and hyperpolarization of 

membrane potential (Olsen and Venter, 1986). The subunit composition of GABAA receptor 

has sequence homology with the neural type of nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nACh–R). It is 

organized as a pentamer of five different subunits (α, β, γ, δ and ε). Each subunit group has 

different subtypes, e.g. six different α, four β, four γ and two δ were identified. Like neuronal 

nACh–R, these subunits mix in a heterogeneous fashion to produce a wide array of GABAA 

receptors with different pharmacological and electrophysiological properties (Vicini, 1991).  

 

Historically, GABAB receptors were pharmacologically distinguished from GABAA 

receptors as bicuculine–insensitive sites for GABA for which specific agonist is (–)–baclofen 

(Hill and Bowery (1981); Bowery et al. (1983, 1984, 1985, 1987); Hill (1985)). After 

discovery of specific antagonists, GABAB receptors were defined as a class of bicuculine–

insensitive GABA receptors for which (–)–baclofen is a specific agonist and phaclofen and 2–

hydrox–saclofen specific antagonist (Kerr and Ong, 1995). These receptors are not physically 

bound to an ionic channel and belong to the family of G protein coupled receptors, GPCR 

(Bowery et al. 1989, 1991, 1993; Kerr and Ong, 1995). Thus, the signal initiated by binding of 

GABA to GABAB–R is transmitted further down–stream by trimeric G proteins. Increased 

concentrations of GTP favor the dissociation of activated G proteins from the high affinity 

state of the receptor driving it towards lower affinity state what results in a reduction of 

GABAB receptor binding (Hill et al., 1981, 1984). This result provided the first evidence that 

GABAB receptors are linked to G proteins. 

 

The functional GABAB receptor is a hetero–dimer formed by a GABA B1 and B2 

subunit (Fig. 3). Each of the subunits possesses extracellular N–termini, seven–

transmembrane domains, and intracellular C–termini. The functional receptors heterodimerize 

via a C–terminal coiled–coil domain that shields an ER retention motif on B1, promoting cell 

surface expression. Two splice variants of the B1 subunit (1A and 1B) exist, differing by the 

presence of two “sushi” axonal targeting domains in the 1a subunit. Activation of the receptor 
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occurs when ligand (GABA or baclofen) binds to the N–termini of the B1 subunit in a venus 

flytrap mode of ligand binding (zoom panel). Essential ligand–binding amino acids have been 

highlighted. The B2 subunit then confers functional activity coupling to Gi/o G proteins via 

its intracellular loops.  

 

Fig. 3    GABAB–receptor structure 

 

 

 

 

 

From Pagnet and Slezinger (2010) GABAB receptor coupling to G proteins and Ion channels. Advances in Pharmacology 58, 

123–147 
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4.4. Trimeric G proteins and GDP/GTP exchange in guanine–nucleotide 

binding site of Gα subunits (G protein cycle)  

 

From the structural point of view, trimeric G proteins are composed from three subunits, 

Gα and Gβγ (Rodbell, 1980; Gilman, 1987; Birnbaumer, 1990; Birnbaumer at al., 1990; Kaziro 

et al., 1991; Helmreich and Hofman, 1996). Binding of an agonist to receptor molecule induces 

an exchange of GDP (which is in the resting state tightly bound to the Gα) for GTP.  G protein 

complex containing Gα–GTP dissociates quickly into free Gα–GTP and Gβγ subunits. Both 

Gα–GTP and Gβγ subsequently stimulate or inhibit numerous enzymes and ionic channels at 

intracellular side of plasma membrane. Shortly after the dissociation of G protein complex 

Gαβγ into the free Gα–GTP and Gβγ, an endogenous GTPase activity of Gα subunit is 

activated and Gα–GTP is hydrolyzed to Gα–GDP. Gα subunits in GDP–liganded state (Gα–

GDP) exhibit high–affinity towards free Gβγ. Therefore, Gα–GDP bind Gβγ and the non–

active, trimeric G protein complex Gαβγ is formed again and the whole cycle may start again 

after encounter with activated, i.e. an agonist–bound receptor, Fig. 4 (Gilman, 1987; Kaziro et 

al., 1991; Helmreich and Hofman, 1996). 

Fig. 4                     Trimeric G protein cycle; the general scheme 

 

 

From Li L, Wright SJ, Krystofova S, Park G, Borkovich KA (2007) Heterotrimeric G protein signalling in filamentous fungi. 

Annual Rev Microbiol 61, 423–452 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Li%20L%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17506673
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Wright%20SJ%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17506673
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Krystofova%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17506673
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Park%20G%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17506673
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Borkovich%20KA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17506673
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4.5. Classification and function of G proteins   

 

G protein classification is based on similarity of amino acid sequence/ structure of Gα 

subunits (Kaziro et al., 1991). The four major families of Gα subunits were identified.  

1) Gs/Golf family (four splice variants of Gsα and Gα protein of olfactory bulb, 

Golfα ); Gα subunits of Gs/Golf family stimulate adenylyl cyclase (AC) activity in cholera–toxin 

sensitive manner.  

2) Gi/Go family [Gi1α, Gi2α, Gi3α, Go1α, Go2α, Gt1α (R) in retinal rodes, Gt2α (C) 

in retinal cones, Gqα (gustducin), Gzα]. Gα subunits of Gi/Go family inhibit adenylyl cyclase, 

stimulate phospholipase Cβ3 or affect ionic channels in pertussis–toxin (PTX) sensitive 

manner.  

3) Gq/G11α family (Gqα, G11α, G14α, G15α, G16α). Gα subunits of Gq/G11α family 

proteins inhibit adenylyl cyclase or stimulate phospholipase Cβ3 in PTX–insensitive manner, 

4) G12α/G13α family. Gα subunits of G12α/G13α family activate small, monomeric 

G proteins of Rho family and regulate intracellular membrane traffic (Riobo and Manning, 

2005).  

 

4.6. GABAB–receptors and PTX–sensitive G proteins of Gi/Go family 

 

Pertussis–toxin (PTX), exotoxin produced by Bordetella Pertussis, ADP–ribosylates and 

uncouples the Gi and Go proteins from G protein coupled receptors, which revert to low–

affinity state, by catalyzing the ADP–ribosylation of the Galpha–subunits (Katada and Ui, 

1982). This covalent modification, proceeding at the C–terminus cystein –4 of the alpha–

subunit of Gi/Go proteins, blocks the interaction with the activated receptor (occupied by an 

agonist) so, that the alpha–subunit remains in non–active, GDP–liganded state and it is unable 

to enter the GTP–GDP cycle initiated by GDP–GTP exchange reaction. High–affinity 

[
3
H]GABA binding to GABAB sites is reduced and low–affinity binding is increased by 

treatment of brain membranes with PTX, whilst PTX and N–ethylmaleinimide uncouple 

GABAB receptors from G proteins, an effect which is reversed by the addition of purified Gi–

proteins (Asano a spol., 1985; Asano a Ogasavara, 1986).  

Increased concentration of GTP favors the dissociation of activated G proteins from the 

high affinity state of the receptor. Receptors are driven to the low–affinity state what results in 

a reduction of agonist binding to GABAB–R (Hill et al., 1981, 1984). This result provided the 

first evidence that GABAB–R are linked to G proteins. GABAB–agonist stimulation of high–
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affinity [
32

P]GTPase was the second experimental evidence supporting the idea, that the effect 

of GABAB agonists was mediated via trimeric G proteins (Bowery et al., 1987) and close 

correlation between baclofen–stimulated GTPase and regional distribution of GABAB–R in the 

brain also supported this idea. Baclofen–stimulated GTPase activity in vitro was significantly 

inhibited by pertussis toxin (PTX) and also by specific antipeptide antisera oriented against Giα 

subunit proteins (Sweeney and Dolphin, 1992). The electrophysiological analysis using the 

specific antisera indicated that both PTX–sensitive Giα and Goα proteins were effected by 

GABAB–R agonists (Dolphine, 1990, 1991).  

 

4.7. G protein turnover affects GABAB–receptor function 

 

Agonist activation of GABAB receptor (GABAB1/B2–R) leads to GTP exchange for 

GDP on Gi/oα. The activated heterotrimeric complex (Gi/oα–GTPβγ) then signals to different 

effectors (e.g., adenylyl cyclase, GIRK, and CaV). The intrinsic GTPase activity of Gi/oα 

hydrolyzes GTP to GDP, allowing the inactive heterotrimer (Gi/oα–GDP–Gβγ) to reform. The 

presence of RGS accelerates the GTPase activity of Gi/oα, leading to less Gi/oα–GTP–Gβγ and 

Gβγ, leading to desensitization of GIRK and CaV currents, and shift in the GABAB coupling 

efficiency to higher concentrations (Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5  G protein turnover affects GABAB–receptor function 

 

 

From Padgett and Slezinger (2010) GABAB receptor coupling to G proteins and Ion channels. Advances in Pharmacology 58, 

123–147 
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4.8. Effectors and physiological functions of GABAB–receptors 

 

As described in the previous paragraphs, GABAB–receptors modulate their effectors via 

the activated free Gα and Gβγ subunits released from trimeric Gαβγ complex. The first 

GABAB–R effector characterized was adenylcyclase whose activity was shown to be inhibited 

by free Gα subunits of Gi/Go family (Xu and Wojcik, 1986). The physiological significance of 

AC inhibition in brain, however, is difficult to outline in uneqivocal way because the numerous 

different AC isoforms I–X were discovered (Fig. 6) and shown to exhibit widely different 

responsiveness to individual Gα or Gβ subunit proteins (Figs. 7 and 8) (Simonds, 1999; 

Sunahara and Taussig, 2002). Even at present time, the physiological consequences of 

inhibition of AC activity are poorly understood and include effects on transcription factors, 

kinases and intracellular Ca
2+

 signaling (Couve et al., 2002; New et al., 2006; Ren and Mody, 

2003; Steiger et al., 2004). 

 

Fig. 6          Structure and membrane topology of adenylcyclase 
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Legend to Fig. 6 

a) Schematic diagram of the proposed membrane topology of the adenylyl cyclases 

(AC) based on hydropathy analysis and the terminology of Goα by A. G. Gilman. The grey 

rectangle represents the plasma membrane into which the clusters M1 and M2 of six 

transmembrane spanning α–helical segments anchor the enzyme. The cytosolic domains 

include the N–terminal region, the homologous ~25 kDa catalytic domains C1 and C2 

interacting in a head–to–tail manner and the C–terminus. The cDNAs for all nine principal 

cyclase isoforms predict sites of N–linked glycosylation in M2 (branching tuft) and the 

glycoprotein nature of several AC isoforms has been proven by glycohydrolytic analysis. 

b) Sequence relationships among the nine AC isoforms are represented in a dendrogram 

generated by the program PILEUP in which the vertical distance is proportional to the 

similarity between sequences. A scale approximating the percent sequence similarity is 

provided on the left, in which the similarity between AC9 and AC3 determined by the 

program GAP is indicated as 40%. 

 

Fig. 7                      Distribution in AC isoforms in mammalian tissues 
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Fig. 8    Functional responsiveness of different AC isoforms to G protein activation 

 

 

 

In comparison to Gα–mediated signaling, Gβγ–mediated signaling is much better 

understood. The main Gβγ–dependent effectors of presynaptic GABAB receptors are P/Q–and 

N–type voltage–dependent Ca
2+

 channels (Barral et al., 2000; Bussieres and El Manira, 1999; 

Chen and van den Pol, 1998). GABAB receptors inhibit these Ca
2+

 

channels at excitatory and 

inhibitory terminals, thereby restricting neurotransmitter release. By definition, GABAB 

autoreceptors inhibit GABA release while GABAB heteroreceptors decrease the release of 

other neurotransmitters, including, for example, glutamate, dopamine, adrenaline, or serotonin. 

Depending on whether the terminal releases an inhibitory or excitatory neurotransmitter, 

presynaptic GABAB receptors increase or decrease the excitability of the postsynaptic neuron.  

 

Presynaptic GABAB–receptors restrict the neurotransmitter release not only by inhibiting 

Ca2
+
 channels but also by retarding the recruitment of synaptic vesicles (Sakaba and Neher, 

2003). Recent evidence also suggests that presynaptic GABAB receptors couple to inwardly 

rectifying Kir3–type K
+
 channels (also designated GIRK channels) to inhibit glutamate 

release (Fernandez–Alacid et al., 2009; Ladera et al., 2008). However, Kir3 channels are 

generally considered as the main effectors of postsynaptic GABAB receptors (Luscher et al., 

1997; Wagner and Dekin, 1993). GABAB–mediated activation of Kir3 channels produces 

slow inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) by inducing K
+

 

efflux, which hyperpolarizes 

the membrane and shunts excitatory currents. Postsynaptic GABAB receptors also down–

regulate Ca
2+

 

channels, which inhibit dendritic Ca2
+
–spike propagation (Perez–Garci et al., 

2006).  The alteration of membrane potential by activated GABAB–R by means of opening 
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the Ca
2+

 or K
+
 channels is explained in details in Fig. 9. 

 

 Activation of the G protein coupled GABAB–receptor stimulates GTP–dependent G 

protein (Gi/o) dissociation of the Gα and Gβγ dimer. The Gα i/o subunit has been shown to 

inhibit adenylyl cyclase while the Gβγ dimer is capable of modulating voltage–gated Ca
2+

 (v) 

or G protein–gated inwardly rectifying K
+
 (GIRK) channels, resulting in potent neuronal 

inhibition. Effector specificity may be regulated by hetero–complex formation, guided by 

targeting protein partners and subcellular localization. 

 

Fig. 9   GABAB–R signaling via K
+
 (GIRKs) and Ca2

+
 (v) channels 

 

       

             
From Padgett and Slezinger (2010) GABAB receptor coupling to G proteins and Ion channels. Advances in Pharmacology 58, 

123–147 

 

The cell interior is negatively charged in comparison with the extracellular space. The 

Ca
2+

 (v) channels (voltage–dependent calcium channels) are activated (opened) in the course 

of depolarization of cell membrane. Opening of CaV channels causes depolarization of the 

membrane. Calcium cations enter intracellular compartment (pre–synaptic part) and induce 

fusion of neurotransmitter containing vesicles with plasma membrane and release of 

neurotransmitter into synaptic cleft.  GABAB–R via Gβ block the opening of Ca
2+

 (v) 

channels and in this way inhibit the neurotransmitter release.  

 

Transport of potassium cations by G protein gated inwardly rectifying K
+
 channels 

(GIRKs) out from the cell interior induces hyperpolarization of cell membrane, generates 

“slow inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) and shunts the excitatory currents. In this 
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way it inhibits excitation. Post–synaptic GABAB–R open GIRKs channels, again via Gβ 

subunits, and in this way decrease the excitability at post–synaptic level. GABAB–auto–

receptors inhibit release of its own neurotransmitter, i.e. GABA. GABAB–heteroreceptors 

inhibit release of other neurotransmitters such as glutamate or serotonine. 

 

 The present state of knowledge about the plasma membrane part of GABAB–receptor 

signaling cascade may be therefore described as a mutually interrelated regulatory network of 

receptors, G proteins, AC isoforms and ionic channels proceeding as positive or negative 

feed–back regulatory loops (Pinard et al., 2010). The final out–come of these regulatory 

circuits depends on expression level and activity of individual proteins in a given cell 

population present in a given brain area. Therefore, when considering GABA as the main 

inhibitory neurotransmitter of mammalian brain, activation of pertussis–toxin sensitive G 

proteins of Gi/Go family by GABAB–receptors represents the crucial primary regulatory 

mechanism for an optimum of function of the brain.  

 

4.9. Subcellular fractionation of the frontal rat brain cortex and isolation of 

plasma membranes from mammalian cells; historical perspective 

The original methods for subcellular fractionation of the rat brain tissue and isolation of 

plasma membrane fragments in density gradients were using the highly hypertonic solutions 

of sucrose (De Robertis at al., 1962a, b; Whittacker et al., 1964; Lisy et al., 1971). A synthetic 

polymer of sucrose Ficoll (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden) was 

subsequently introduced to overcome the problem of the high osmotic pressure (Holter and 

Moller, 1958; Pertoft, 1966). This has been successfully made and Ficoll is used up to now for 

isolation of lymphocytes, other blood cells and separation of different cell populations in 

general, but is unappropriate for fractionation of subcellular membrane particles because of 

the very high viscosity of its aqueous solutions (Pertoft, 2000).  

The more advanced methods (De Pierre and Karkowsky, 1973; Whittacker, 1984; 

Rickwood, 1984, Hollingsworth et al., 1985; Fisher et al., 1986; Dunkley et al., 1986; 

Maloteaux et al., 1995; Luabeya et al., 1997; Pertoft, 2000) were using aqueous solutions of 

Percoll and Iodixanol (OptiPrep). These organic macromolecules, when diluted to proper 

concentration and supported by salts, represented much less damaging environment for 

isolation of the whole cells or subcellular membrane fragments/ vesicles. The rather 

complicated and sophisticated isolation of small synaptosomal vesicles enriched in trimeric G 

proteins (Ahnert–Hilger at al., 1993) as well as existence of aggregated forms of trimeric G 
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proteins isolated in the presence of mild detergents such as digitonin or Lubrol PX (Jahangeer 

and Rodbell, 1993) should be also noticed. The difficulties of how to overcome the toxicity, 

osmotic pressure changes and penetration of density gradient media into the particles have 

been discussed by Rickwood (1984). The detailed methodological advices of how to use 

OptiPrep were presented by Graham (2002).  

 

4.10. Isoosmotic density gradient media  

 

Various density gradient media were developed for specific applications of 

centrifugational techniques. These media, if possible, should not alter the cells or particles to 

be separated and should provide a proper density range for separation of one type of cells (or 

subcellular) membrane particles from another. The difficulties which have to be overcomed 

when viewed from the general point of view are  represented by toxicity, osmotic pressure 

changes and penetration of a given chemical used for preparation density gradient medium 

into the particles which are being isolated or separated form each other (Rickwood, 1984).  

Sucrose 

The main disadvantages of sucrose solutions are some of their physico–chemical 

properties. Sucrose solutions in high concentration range have a high osmolarity and are also 

highly viscous. Cells and subcellular particles, which are osmotically sensitive, will band at a 

density which differ from their physiological density. Furthermore, due to the low molecular 

weight, the sucrose may penetrate into the cells and an to envelope the intracellar particles.  

Polysucrose 

A synthetic polymer of sucrose (Ficoll; Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala, 

Sweden) was introduced early to overcome the problem of high osmotic pressure inherently 

combined with usage of sucrose itself (Holter and Moller, 1958). However, Ficoll of 

molecular weight 400,000 also gives measurable osmotic effects at high concentrations; this 

problem had to be compensated by addition of salts into  the density gradient media with the 

aim to  to keep  iso–osmotic conditions throughout the centrifuge tube (Pertoft, 2000).  

Iodinated compounds 

Iodinated compounds are widely used as centrifugation media (Iodixanol, Optiprep
TM

) 

(Graham, 2002). In Optiprep
TM

 solutions, the cells band isopycnically without being subject 

to the high osmotic stress existing in sucrose gadients (Rickwood, 1984). 

Colloidal silica 

The use of colloidal silica was first reported by Mateyko and Kopac (1995). They 
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reported the osmotic pressure effects, the ability to separate cells, permeation into the particles 

and solubility in aqueous solutions used for preparation of density gradient media. Of all 

substances tested, none came closer to providing all the desired characteristics than colloidal 

silica. However, it was found that a pure silica sol was toxic to cells and caused hemolysis of 

red blood cells. At the time when polysaccharides were introduced to stabilize colloidal silca 

gradients they were also found to inhibit toxic effects of the silica (Pertoft, 1966). The 

introduction of absorbed polymers to silica particles to obtain iso–osmotic, pH–neutral and 

high density solutions led to introduction of Percoll in 1977 (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, 

Uppsala, Sweden).   

It follows that Percoll has proved to be the density gradient medium of choice since it 

fulfils almost all criteria for an ideal density gradient medium. Therefore, Percoll was used by 

us for subcellular fractionation of the brain tissue as well as cell homogenates prepared from 

HEK293 cell lines.  

 

4.11. Structural organization of trimeric G proteins in plasma membrane; 

membrane domains and multimeric structures of G proteins 

 

The multimeric structures of trimeric G proteins in brain membranes have been 

originally described by Jahangeer and Rodbell (1993). The functional evidence for the 

existence of non–uniformly or non–randomly organized, clustered forms of signaling units 

containing G proteins has been originally formulated by Neubig (1994). This early idea had 

subsequently induced a large experimental attention which was oriented to the detailed 

biochemical analysis of plasma membrane preparations isolated from stably transfected cell 

lines (specifically expressing the given type of GPCR), primary tissue culture cells or natural 

tissues. Subsequently, a large number of reports dealing with the plasma membrane sub–

compartments denominated as membrane domains or rafts was published (Jacobson and 

Dietrich, 1999; Smart et al., 1999; Simons and Tomre, 2000; Brown and London, 2000, 

Babichuk and Draeger, 2006; Allen et al., 2007). The biochemical preparations of membrane 

domains were found to be enriched in cholesterol, glycolipids, sphingolipids and trimeric G 

proteins (for general reviews see Jacobson and Dietrich, 1999; Smart et al., 1999; Simons and 

Tomre, 2000; Brown and London, 2000, Babichuk and Draeger, 2006; Allen et al., 2007). 

The content of GPCR in membrane domains was relatively low (Moravcova et al., 2004; 

Svoboda et al., 2004; Rudajev et al., 2005). 
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However, these studies were performed under the widely different methodological 

conditions. The usage of high detergent concentrations for preparation of membrane domains, 

in this case designated as detergent–resistant membrane domains (DRMs) (Sargiacomo et al., 

1993; Lisanti et al. 1994 a, b), resulted in preparations exhibiting the very low or zero agonist 

efficacy for stimulation of GDP/GTP exchange reaction of G proteins. This has been 

demonstrated first in stably transfected HEK293 cell lines stably expressing δ–OR–Gi1α 

(I
351

–C
351

) fusion protein (Bourova et al., 2003). The same was truth when using the 

“alkaline–treatment” protocol based on sonication and extraction of the cell homogenate in 

highly alkaline solution of 0.5–1 M Na2CO3 (Song et al. 1996a, b).  

 

According to experimental results collected over the years in our laboratory, the best of 

the so–far described methods/ protocols for preparation of membrane domains is that of Smart 

et al. (1995, 1999). The views what the term membrane domains actually means from 

methodological, structural and functional point of view were reviewed by Pike (2004). The 

sometimes controversial viewpoints about the size and physiological meaning of membrane 

domains were expressed by Pike (2006a, b) and Shaw (2006).   

 

4.12. Biochemical methods for preparation of membrane domains 

 

The disadvantage of the method of Smart et al. (1995, 1999) using the sequence of 

three types of density gradients is, however, the very low amount of protein recovered in the 

final preparation of pure “domains” – about 0.2–0.5% of the original amount present in the 

starting material, i.e. the cell homogenate. Therefore, when trying to find some compromise 

between purity and quantity of the final preparation, we have combined centrifugation in 

Percoll gradient followed by the “flotation” in sucrose density gradient. Plasma membrane 

enriched fraction was prepared from the rat brain cortex by centrifugation at 116,000xg for 35 

min in Percoll
R
 gradient (Beckman Ti60 rotor), subsequently, the low–density membrane 

fragments (LPM) were separated from the bulk of plasma membranes (BPM) by flotation in a 

step–wise 15/20/25/30/35/40% w/v sucrose gradient (Fig. 10). 
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Fig. 10  Isolation of plasma membranes in Percoll gradient followed by separation 

of LPM (low–density PM fragments) and BPM (bulk of plasma membranes) by flotation 

in sucrose density gradient; subcellular fractionation of rat brain cortex under detergent–

free conditions (Drastichova et al., 2008) 

 

 

 Subsequently, we tried to prepare, from the frontal rat brain cortex, the detergent–

resistant membrane domains which would exhibit the functional coupling between GPCRs 

and trimeric G proteins and compare the characteristics of neurotransmitter activation of 

GABAB–R and other GPCRs in detergent–treated (DRMs) and detergent–untreated low–

density PM fragments (LPM). 

 

 Figures 11–17, accompanying text and the comments to these figures demonstrate how 

this goal was achieved. 
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Fig. 11  Subcellular fractionation of the rat brain cortex in the absence and 

presence of high (1% w/v) concentration of non/ionic detergent Triton X–100 

 

From PhD Thesis of Dr. Vladimír Rudajev, Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Natural Science, Department of 

Physiology, 2006 

 

Legend to Fig. 11. A, separation of plasma membrane (PM) and mitochondrial (MITO) 

fractions in Percoll gradient; B, plasma membrane fractions represents a mixture of small and 

large (synaptomes) vesicles; C, mitochonrial fractions contains mitochondria; D, fractionation 

of PM by flotation in sucrose gradient; E, the low–density PM fragments (LPM) are enriched 

in synaptosomes; F, bulk of plasma membranes (BPM) contains the small vesicles.   

  

 As demonstrated in Fig. 11, the addition of 10% v/v Triton X–100 to Percoll–purified 

PM in the final concentration of 1% v/v and a subsequent resolution of TX–100 solubilized 

PM fragments by flotation in 15/20/25/30/35/40 % w/v sucrose density gradient for 24 hours 

at 118,000xg in Beckman SW41, results in flotation (of relatively small part when expressed 

as recovery of protein) up, i.e. to the low–density area of sucrose gradient. TX–100–resistant 

PM fragments exhibiting the low–density are localised in fractions 2–5. These fractions were 

collected from the top to the bottom of centrifuge tube, mixed together and represented the 

so–called detergent–resistant membrane domains, DRMs.  
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Unfortunately, as demonstrated in the following sequence of results presented in  

Figs. 12–16, DRMs prepared according to this protocol were not functional in the terms of 

functional coupling between GABAB–R and G proteins of Gi/Go family. The ability of 

GABAB–R agonist baclofen to stimulate G protein was diminished at the high detergent 

concentrations. 

 

Fig. 12  Sucrose density gradient profile of plasma membrane marker Na
+
/K

+
–

ATPase; comparison of the detergent–untreated and TX–100–treated low–density membrane 

fragments (LDM) 

 

From PhD Thesis of Dr. Vladimír Rudajev, Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Natural Science, Department of 

Physiology, 2006 

 

Legend to Fig. 12.  

A) Distribution of prototypical plasma membrane marker Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase along the 

sucrose density gradient was determined by [
3
H]ouabain binding assay. B) The protein 
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content in sucrose fractions 1–12 collected form the top to bottom of the centrifuge tube 

(Beckman SW 41) was determined by Lowry method. C) Distribution of Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase 

along the gradient was determined by imunoblot analysis with specific antibodies oriented 

against the alpha subunit of Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase and compared in detergent–untreated 

(Untreated) and Triton X–100 (0.5 %)–treated (TX–100) fractions. The results represent 

typical fractionation procedure.  

 

Fig. 13  Distribution of GPCR along sucrose density gradient; detection by specific 

agonist and antagonist radioligand binding assays 

 

From PhD Thesis of Dr. Vladimír Rudajev, Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Natural Science, Department of 

Physiology, 2006 

 

Legend to Fig. 13. Receptor content in sucrose fractions 1–12 (collected form the top to bottom 

of the centrifuge tube of Beckman SW 41) was determined by specific agonist and antagonist 

radioligand binding assays. In the contrary to β–AR and δ–OR, GABAB–receptors were highly 
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enriched in TX–100–resistant membrane domains, DRMs. 

Fig. 14  Distribution of GPCR along sucrose density gradient; detection by 

immunoblot analysis with specific antibodies 

 

From PhD Thesis of Dr. Vladimír Rudajev, Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Natural Science, Department of 

Physiology, 2006 

 

Legend to Fig. 14. Receptor content in sucrose fractions 1–12 collected form the top to bottom of 

the centrifuge tube (Beckman SW 41) was determined by specific agonist and antagonist radioligand 

binding assays. In the contrary to β–AR and δ–OR, GABAB–receptors were highly enriched in TX–

100–resistant membrane domains, DRMs. 
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Fig. 15   Deleterious effect of the high detergent concentration on functional activity of 

GABAB–R 

 

From PhD Thesis of Dr. Vladimír Rudajev, Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Natural Science, Department of 

Physiology, 2006 

 

Legend to Fig. 15. Percoll purified plasma membranes were prepared from the brain cortex of 

adult rats and divided into two identical portions. The first portion was intensively mixed and 

represented the detergent–untreated PM sample; to the second portion, 10% v/v Triton–X100 was 

added to final concentration of 1 % w/v. Exactly 2 ml of these two PM preparations were mixed with 2 

ml of 80% w/v sucrose and fractionated by flotation in 15/20/25/30/35/40 % w/v sucrose gradient 

(centrifugation for 24 hours at 116,000xg, Beckman SW41). The low–density fractions 1–5 (1 ml 

each) which were collected from the top of the centriguge tubes and combined together represented the 

detergent–untreated (LPM) and detergent–treated (TX–100) preparation of membrane domains. 
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Functional activity of G proteins was measured by high–affinity [
35

S]GTPγS binding assay using the 

single concentration of baclofen (0.1 mM) as a stimulating agonist.  

Fig. 16 Comparison of dose–response curves of baclofen–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding in 

detergent–untreated (LPM) and TX–100 (1 % v/v)–treated–plasma membranes; agonist 

stimulation is diminished at  high detergent concentration 

 

 

From PhD Thesis of Dr. Vladimír Rudajev, Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Natural Science, Department of 

Physiology, 2006 

 

Legend to Fig. 16. The same legend as in Fig. 16. The functional activity of G proteins was 

measured by high–affinity GTPγS binding assay using the increasing concentrations of baclofen as a 

stimulating agonist (○), baclofen plus 1.6 μM CGP54626A (▲) or baclofen plus 16 μM CGP54626A 

(∆).  

 

Detergent–untreated membrane domains (LPM) exhibited the full responsiveness 

towards baclofen (BCF); contrarily, baclofen–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding was diminished 

in TX–100–resistant membrane domains prepared by addition of 10 % v/v Triton X–100 to 
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post–nuclear fraction to final concentration of 1 % v/v and subsequent flotation of detergent–

treated PNS for 24 hours in 15/20/25/30/35/40 % w/v sucrose gradient.  

With the aim to find a better procedure for preparation of DRMs, PM were exposed to 

increasing concentrations of non–ionic detergent Brij58 for 30 min at 0 ºC and assayed for 

baclofen–stimulated, high–affinity [
33

S]GTPγS binding. Results presented in Fig. 17 indicated 

that in relatively narrow range of detergent concentrations (0.01–0.1% w/v), the net–

increment of baclofen–stimulated [
33

S]GTPγS binding very high.  

 

Fig. 17.   The effect of increasing concentrations of Brij–58 on baclofen–stimulated, 

[
33

S]GTPγS binding in Percoll–purified plasma membranes prepared from rat brain 

cortex. 

                              

From PhD Thesis of Dr. Vladimír Rudajev, Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Natural Science, Department of 

Physiology, 2006 

 

 Based on this result, detergent–extraction of PM at 0 ºC was carried out in 0.025, 0.05% 

and 0.1% Brij58 and resulting PM fragments were separated by flotation in sucrose gradient 
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as described before. Distribution of Brij58–treated PM fragments was compared with 

distribution of detergent–untreated PM by measurement of the amount of protein in fractions 

1–12 collected from the top to bottom of centrifuge tube (Fig. 18). We have also measured the 

distribution of membrane domain (caveolin and flotilin) and plasma membrane (GABAB–R 

and Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase) markers in fractions 1–12 (Fig. 19) and compared distribution of 

Brij58–treated PM fragments with those formed by extraction of PM at the same 

concentrations of Triton X–100 (Fig. 20). Finally, baclofen–stimulated high–affinity 

[
35

S]GTPase was measured in sucrose fractions 1–12 collected from Brij58–treated and Triton 

X–100–treated PM as an assay of baclofen–stimulated G protein activity (Fig. 21).  
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Fig. 18  Comparison of protein distribution in sucrose density gradients fractions 

prepared by flotation of detergent–untreated (A) or  Brij–58–treated (B)  plasma 

membranes from rat brain cortex 

 

 

From PhD Thesis of Dr. Vladimír Rudajev, Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Natural Science, Department of 

Physiology, 2006 

 

Legend to Fig. 18. Percoll–purified plasma membranes were prepared from brain cortex of 

adult rats and divided into four identical portions. The first portion was intensively mixed and 

represented the detergent–untreated PM sample (Untreated); to the second, third and fourth 

portion, the 10% w/v Brij58 was added to final concentration of 0.025, 0.05 and 0.1% w/v 

Brij–58. Exactly 2 ml of these four PM preparations were mixed with 2 ml of 80% w/v 

sucrose and fractionated by flotation in 15/20/25/30/35/40 % w/v sucrose gradient 
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(centrifugation for 24 hours at 116,000xg, Beckman SW41). The protein amount in fractions 

1–12 collected from the top to the bottom of Beckman SW41 centrifuge tube was determined 

by Lowry method.  

 

Fig. 19  Distribution of the membrane domain (caveolin–1, flotillin–2)– and 

plasma membrane (Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase and GABAB–R) markers in sucrose density 

gradient; the effect of increasing concentrations of Brij–58 

 

 

From PhD Thesis of Dr. Vladimír Rudajev, Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Natural Science, Department of 

Physiology, 2006 

 

Legend to Fig. 19. Distribution of caveolin–1, flotillin–2, Gi1/Gi2α, α–subunit of Na
+
/K

+
–

ATPase and GABAB–R in sucrose density gradient was determined by TCA precipitation (6% 

TCA, 60 min on ice) of constant volume aliquots of fractions 1–12, SDS–PAGE and 

immunobloting with specific antibodies. 
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Fig. 20  Distribution of the membrane domain (caveolin–1, flotillin–2)– and 

plasma membrane (Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase and GABAB–R) markers in sucrose density 

gradient; the effect of increasing concentrations of Triton–X100. 

 

 

From PhD Thesis of Dr. Vladimír Rudajev, Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Natural Science, Department of 

Physiology, 2006 

 

Legend to Fig. 20 

Distribution of caveolin–1, flotillin–2, Gi1/Gi2α, α–subunit of Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase and GABAB–

R in sucrose density gradient was determined by TCA precipitation (6% TCA, 60 min on ice) 

of constant volume aliquots of fractions 1–12, SDS–PAGE and immunobloting with specific 

antibodies. 
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Fig. 21  Distribution of baclofen–stimulated, high–affinity[
32

P]GTPase along the 

sucrose denisty gradient; the effect of increasing concentrations of Brij–58 (A) and Triton 

X–100 (B) 

 

From PhD Thesis of Dr. Vladimír Rudajev, Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Natural Science, Department of 

Physiology, 2006 

 

Legend to Fig. 21 

Baclofen–stimulated high–affinity [
35

S]GTPase was measured in sucrose fractions 1–12 

collected from Brij58–treated– and Triton X–100–treated PM as an assay of baclofen–

stimulated G protein activity. 
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Data presented in Figs. 17–21 indicated, that the detergent–resistant membrane 

domains prepared in the presence of low concentrations of non–ionic detergent Brij58 exhibit 

baclofen–stimulated activity of G proteins. The optimum range of detergent concentrations 

was found to be in 0.025–0.05 % w/v range; at higher concentration, the agonist–stimulated 

component of G protein activity was attenuated due to the inhibitory action of the high 

detergent concentrations.  

The reader might ask why the basal activity of G proteins is so high, much higher than 

of baclofen–stimulated component. The high basal, agonist–independent activity of G 

proteins is an inherent property PM prepared form natural tissues like brain or heart muscle. 

In natural tissues, the basal activity of G proteins is enhanced by RGS proteins which increase 

GTPase activity of Gα subunits and in this way increase the overall activity of G protein cycle 

(compare with Fig. 4). RGS proteins, under resting conditions residing in cytoplasmic space, 

are navigated to the inner side of plasma membrane by free Gβ subunits which appear on the 

inner side of plasma membrane shortly after agonist stimulation of receptor molecules. 

 

4.13. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

The earth began its life without free oxygen in its atmosphere (Dole, 1965). Oxygen 

accumulation is a consequence of the establishment and propagation of photosynthesizing 

archea and bacteria on this planet (Campbell and Reece, 2005).With the arrival of the world’s 

first de facto pollutant (i.e., oxygen), approximately 3 billion years ago there evolved 

organisms that reductively metabolized oxygen to produce ATP in mitochondria (Rich, 2003) 

(i.e., aerobic respiration). Mitochondrial energymetabolism yields several reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) including oxygen ions (O2
–
, the primary ROS), free radicals, and peroxides 

(inorganic and organic). The presence of ROS produced profound consequences for life on 

earth, both beneficial and deleterious. For example, awealth of evidence suggests that high 

levels of ROS are intimately linked to the appearance of neuronal death in various 

neurological disorders. These include chronic diseases (Parkinson’s disease or Alzheimer’s 

disease) (Guglielmotto, 2009), acute injury of the brain (brain trauma and cerebral ischemia) 

(Chen et al, 2011; Valko et al, 2007), or psychiatric disorders (autism, attention deficit 

hyperactivity disorder, depression, and schizophrenia) (Michel et al, 2012). An increase in 

oxidative and nitro-oxidative stress and a decrease in the antioxidant capacity of the brain 

may be regarded as the important factors involved in the etiology of neuropsychiatric 

diseases.  
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An increase in oxidative and nitro–oxidative stress and a decrease in the antioxidant 

capacity of the brain are key factors involved in the etiology of neuropsychiatric diseases. 

 

 

Besides the pathological states mentioned above, the generation of ROS may proceed 

largely shortly after the birth of mammals, as the newly born organism is suddenly exposed to 

much higher concentration of oxygen than in the mothers womb. Furthermore, in the brain of 

mammals (like the rat) which are born at relatively low level of maturation, the mitochondrial 

respiratory chain is not fully functional. Therefore, the possibility for the high production of 

ROS shortly after the birth of is high. 

 

4.14. Lipofuscin–like pigments (LFP) as the end–products of free radical 

mediated membrane lipid oxidation 

 

LFP are autofluorescent, liposoluble compounds which may be separated from cells or 

tissues by chloroform extraction. They represent the end–products of reactions involving free 

radical attack on biological molecules and can be formed, for example, in reactions between 

lipid peroxidation products, mainly unsaturated aldehydes, with compounds containing free 
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amino groups. Their characteristic emission maximum was found to be at 420–470 nm after 

being excited at 340–390 nm. The mechanism of their formation and chemical identity has 

been revealed in many in vitro studies, in which reactive aldehydes were incubated with 

amino group–containing molecules. Owing to their intrinsic fluorescent properties and 

molecular stability these products are easily measured by means of spectrofluorimetry and are 

used as biomarkers of oxidative stress caused by various triggers. 

 As relatively stable end–products of lipid peroxidation, LFP are good markers of free 

radical production and of consequent damage to lipids. Moreover, they are used not only as 

markers of lipid degradation but also to estimate amino acid and protein loss due to cross–

linking. So far, LFP have been mostly used as robust markers of oxidative damage without 

defining the specific chemical identity of compounds representing these pigments. In such 

cases, the fluorescent pigments are simply markers of free radical production under different 

circumstances. 
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5. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

5.1. Materials 

 

GABAB–receptor agonists baclofen (β–p–chlorophenyl–GABA), SKF97541 [3–

aminopropyl (methyl) phosphinic acid] and antagonist [
3
H]CGP54626A (41.5 Ci/mmol, cat. 

no. R1088) were purchased from Tocris. [
35

S]GTPγS (1250 Ci/mmol) was from Perkin–Elmer 

(NEG030H). Complete protease inhibitor cocktail was from Roche Diagnostic (cat. no. 

1697498). All other chemicals were of highest quality available. 

All experiments were approved by Animal Care and Use Committee of the Institute of 

Physiology, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic to be in agreement with Animal 

Protection Law of the Czech Republic as well as European Community Council directives 

86/609/EEC. 

 

5.2. Isolation of plasma membrane–enriched fraction from rat brain 

cortex 

 

The first goal of my work was to standardize the technique for preparation of Percoll–

purified plasma membranes from the rat brain cortex. The first problem which I had to solve 

was to find an optimum compromise between the amount of protein applied per density 

gradient and quantity and purity of plasma membrane (PM) preparation. Application of the 

high amount of protein in post–nuclear fraction (PNS) resulted in PM preparation 

contaminated with mitochondria and lysosomes which are present in brain tissue in 

extraordinary high amounts. The final version of this procedure is out–lined in the following 

paragraph.  

Rat brain cortex was minced with razor blade on pre–cooled plate and diluted in 

STEM medium containing 250 mM sucrose, 20 mM Tris–HCl, 3 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA, 

pH 7.6, fresh 1 mM PMSF plus protease inhibitor cocktail. It was then homogenized mildly in 

loosely–fitting Teflon–glass homogenizer for 5 min (2 g w.w. per 10 ml) and centrifuged for 5 

min at 3500 rpm. Resulting post–nuclear supernatant (PNS) was filtered through Nylon nets 

of decreasing size (330, 110 and 75 mesh, Nitex) and applied on top of Percoll in Beckman 

Ti70 tubes (30 ml of 27.4 % Percoll in STE medium).  Centrifugation for 60 min at 30000 

rpm (65000 x g) resulted in the separation of two clearly visible layers (Bourova et al. 2009). 
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The upper layer represented plasma membrane fraction (PM); the lower layer contained 

mitochondria (MITO). The upper layer was removed, diluted 1:3 in STEM medium and 

centrifuged in Beckman Ti70 rotor for 90 min at 50000 rpm (175000 x g). Membrane 

sediment was removed from the compact, gel–like sediment of Percoll, re–homogenized by 

hand in a small volume of 50 mM Tris–HCl, 3 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.4 (TME 

medium), snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at –80 °C. 

 

5.3 Subcellular fractionation of rat brain cortex by flotation in sucrose 

density gradient; isolation of detergent–untreated and detergent–resistant 

membrane domains  

 

The second goal of my work was to extend and test the reproducibility of the methods 

which were used previously in our laboratory for isolation of detergent–untreated and 

detergent–resistant membrane domains (DRMs). The usage of high detergent concentrations 

for preparation of membrane domains (Sargiacomo et al., 1993; Lisanti et al. 1994 a, b) 

resulted in membrane fragments exhibiting the very low or zero agonist efficacy for 

stimulation of GDP/GTP exchange reaction of G proteins (Bourova et al., 2003). Using other 

words, DRMs isolated in the presence of high detergent concentrations were inactive as far as 

stimulation of GPCR was involved. The same was truth when using the “alkaline–treatment” 

protocol based on sonication and extraction of the cell homogenate in highly alkaline solution 

of 0.5–1 M Na2CO3 (Song et al. 1996a, b).  

According to experimental results collected over the years in our laboratory, the best of 

the so–far described methods/ protocols for preparation of membrane domains is that of Smart 

et al. (1995, 1999). The views what the term membrane domains actually means from 

methodological, structural and functional point of view were reviewed by Pike (2004). The 

sometimes controversial viewpoints about the size and physiological meaning of membrane 

domains were expressed by Pike (2006a, b) and Shaw (2006).   

The disadvantage of the method of Smart et al. (1995, 1999) using the sequence of 

three types of density gradients is, however, the very low amount of protein recovered in the 

final preparation of pure “domains” – about 0.2–0.5% of the original amount present in the 

starting material, i.e. the cell homogenate. Therefore, when trying to find some compromise 

between purity and quantity of the final preparation, centrifugation in Percoll gradient was 

followed by the “flotation” in sucrose density gradient.  

Plasma membrane enriched fraction was prepared from the rat brain cortex by 
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centrifugation at 116,000xg for 35 min in Percoll
R
 gradient (Beckman Ti60 rotor) as described 

in Methods (compare with Figs. 10 and 11) and subsequently, the low–density membrane 

fragments (LPM) were separated from the bulk of plasma membranes (BPM) by flotation in a 

step–wise 15/20/25/30/35/40% w/v sucrose gradient (Roubalova et al., 2009). The protein 

profile of sucrose density gradient was clearly dependent on detergent concentration (Fig. 23 

and 24): when increasing detergent concentration, the PM band recovered in the lower part of 

centrifugation tube (at zero concentration of the detergent) was transferred up, towards the 

low–density end of the gradient.  

Measurement of functional activity of GABAB–R as baclofen–stimulated, high–affinity 

[
35

P]GTPase (Fig. 20) indicated the best results when using 0.025% or 0.05% w/v Brij58. At 

these concentrations, the baclofen–stimulated, high–affinity [
35

P]GTPase in DRMs was 

comparable with that in detergent–untreated PM. Based on these results, the 5 main areas of 

the sucrose density gradient were distinguished: area I, the top of gradient containing no 

protein; area II, low–density PM fragments; area III, plasma membranes (PM); area IV. An 

intermediate area between PM band and gradient pellet; area V, gradient pellet containing PM 

fragments exhibiting the higher density than 40% w/v sucrose (Fig. 23). Reproducibility of the 

sucrose density gradient profiles obtained after flotation of detergent–untreated samples was 

satisfactory (Fig. 24).   
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Fig. 22  Preparation of detergent resistant membrane domains (DRMs) from rat 

brain cortex by extraction of Percoll–purified plasma membranes at low detergent 

concentrations; dependence on detergent / protein ratio 
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Fig. 23  Preparation of functional DRMs from rat brain cortex by extraction of 

Percoll–purified plasma membranes at low detergent concentrations; the five main area 

sucrose density gradient 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 24  Reproducibility of sucrose density gradients profiles; fractionation of rat 

brain cortex under the detergent–free conditions 
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As demonstrated in Fig. 25, I have also tested the effect of the short–term ultrasound 

exposure (sonication) of 5s, 10s and 20s duration on distribution of PM fragments in flotation 

sucrose density. The short–term sonication resulted in an alteration of distribution of PM 

fragments: the broad distribution of PM fragments visualized as a wide band in the lower part 

of cuvette was transformed into the narrow, more restricted distribution pattern. To avoid this 

effect, I have not used sonication for subcellular fractionation of rat brain tissue and 

preparation of LDM and PM.  

 

Fig. 25  Effect of the short–tem sonication on macroscopical profile of sucrose   

density gradient 
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5.4. Agonist–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding; dose–response 

curves 

Measurement of agonist–stimulated, high–affinity binding of non–hydrolysable analog 

of GTP, [
35

S]GTPγS, represents a general and widely used method for determination of the 

effect of GPCR agonists on G protein activity. This method is based on agonist–induced 

exchange of GDP for GTP.  The radioactive analog of GTP enters the ligand binding pocket 

within the short time–period when it is opened after interaction of G protein with agonist–

bound, i.e. activated receptor. However, in natural tissues such as brain, the high basal level 

[
35

S]GTPγS binding exists in the absence of GDP and this type of binding is not effected by 

agonist (Fig. 27). The strategy how to reveal the agonist–stimulated component of 

[
35

S]GTPγS binding is to mimic the conditions in living cell most closely. That means to 

include GDP in reaction mix (i.e. in assay buffer) and, by means of increasing GDP 

concentration, to reveal the high–affinity component which responds to a given agonist.  This 

component is otherwise hidden in the overall [
35

S]GTPγS binding. 

 

Fig. 26  Dependence of [
35

S]GTPγS binding to the brain cortex PM on GDP 
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Based on results presented in Fig. 26, I have chosen the 20 μM concentration of GDP 

as that one, which will be included in [
35

S]GTPγS binding assay mix in my studies of 

ontogenetic development of functional coupling between GABAB–R and the cognate G 

proteins in rat brain cortex. At this GDP concentration, baclofen–stimulation of the basal level 

of [
35

S]GTPγS binding was much higher than in previous studies of detergent–untreated PM 

(Fig. 21) which were performed in our laboratory.  Therefore, the measurement of functional 

activity of GABAB–R by determination of baclofen–stimulated, high–affinity [
35

S]GTPγS 

binding, could be measured with higher accuracy. 

Membranes prepared from 2–, 14– and 90–day–old rats of selected ages were 

incubated with (total binding, Btotal) or without (basal binding, Bbasal) increasing 

concentrations of GABAB–R agonists baclofen and SKF97541 (10
–10

–10
–3

 M) in final volume 

of 100 μl of reaction mix containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 3 mM MgCl2, 100 mM NaCl, 20 

μM GDP, 0.2 mM ascorbate and [
35

S]GTPγS (about 100–200,000 dpm per assay) for 30 min 

at 30 C. The binding reaction was terminated by dilution with 3 ml of ice–cold 20 mM 

HEPES, pH 7.4, 3 mM MgCl2 and filtration through Whatman GF/C filters on Brandel cell 

harvester. Radioactivity remaining on the filters was determined by liquid scintillation using 

Rotiszcint Eco Plus cocktail. Non–specific binding was determined in parallel assays 

containing 10 μM unlabelled GTPγS. Data were analyzed by GraphPad Prism 4 (GraphPad 

Software, San Diego, CA, USA) and Bbasal, Bmax and EC50, values calculated according to the 

method of least–squares by fitting the data with sigmoidal dose–response curve. 

 

5.5. Agonist–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding; one–point assay 

 

With the aim to screen PM prepared from all age intervals under the same assay 

conditions, membranes (20 μg protein per assay) were incubated with (Bagonist) or without 

(Bbasal) 1 mM baclofen or 100 μM SKF97541 in final volume of 100 μl of reaction mix 

containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 3 mM MgCl2, 20 μM GDP, 0.2 mM ascorbate and 

[
35

S]GTPS (1–2 nM) for 30 min at 30 C. The binding reaction was discontinued by dilution 

with 3 ml of ice–cold 2 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 0.15 mM MgCl2 and immediate filtration 

through Whatman GF/C filters on Brandel cell harvester. Radioactivity remaining on the 

filters was determined by liquid scintillation using Rotiszcint Eco Plus cocktail. Non–specific 
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GTPγS binding was determined in parallel assays containing 10 μM GTPγS. The binding data 

were analyzed by GraphPad Prism 4 and represent an average ± S.E.M. of 3 experiments. 

 

5.6. [
3
H]CGP54626A binding; saturation binding study 

Membranes (100 μg protein per assay) were incubated with increasing concentrations 

of GABAB–antagonist [
3
H]CGP54626A (0.06–36.8 nM) in final volume of 100 μl of binding 

mix containing 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.4) plus 2.5 mM CaCl2 for 60 min at 30 C. The bound 

and free radioactivity was separated by filtration through Whatman GF/B filters in Brandel 

cell harvestor. Filters were washed 3x with 3 ml of ice–cold incubation buffer and 

radioactivity remaining and placed in 5 ml of scintillation cocktail (Rotiszint Eco Plus). The 

non–specific binding was determined in the presence of 1 mM GABA in binding mix. Data 

were analyzed by GraphPad Prism 4 and Kd and Bmax values calculated according to the 

method of the least–squares by fitting the data with rectangular hyperbola. 

 

5.7. Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase; [

3
H]ouabain binding  

 Sodium plus potassium–activated, oubain–dependent Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase (E.C. 3.6.1.3) 

was determined by "one–point" [
3
H]ouabain binding assay according to Svoboda et al. 

(1988). Membranes (50 g of protein) were incubated with 20 nM [
3
H]ouabain in a total 

volume of 0.45 ml of 5 mM NaHPO4, 5 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.6 (Mg–Pi buffer) 

for 90 min at 30 ºC. The bound and free radioactivity was separated by filtration through 

Whatman GF/B filters in Brandel cell harvester. Filters were washed 3× with 3 ml of ice–cold 

incubation buffer and placed in 4 ml of scintillation cocktail (CytoScint, ICN). Radioactivity 

remaining on filters was determined after 10 h at room temperature by liquid scintillation. 

Non–specific binding was determined in the presence of 1 M unlabelled ouabain.  

 

5.8. Protein determination 

The method of Lowry was used for determination of membrane protein (Lowry et al, 

1951). Bovine serum albumin (Sigma, Fraction V) was used as standard. Data were calculated 

by fitting the data with calibration curve as quadratic equation. 

 

5.9. Measurement of lipofuscin like pigments 

The technique described by Goldstein and McDonagh (Goldstein and Mc Donagh, 

1976), modified in (Wilhelm and Herget, 1999), was used for the analysis of LFP in brain 
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homogenates. Approximately 30 mg of frozen brain sample was weighed, chopped to fine 

pieces, and transferred into a glass–stoppered test tube containing 6 ml of chloroform– 

methanol mixture (2:1, v/v). After 1–h extraction on a motor–driven shaker, 2 ml of double 

distilled water was added, the sample was agitated, and the ensuing mixture was centrifuged 

(400 g, 10 min). After centrifugation, the lower chloroform phase was separated and used for 

measurement of fluorescence. 

Fluorescence excitation and synchronous spectra were measured in Aminco–Bowman 

2 spectrofluorometer. Recordings and analysis was performed by AB–2 computer program, 

which was also used for organization of the spectra into tridimensional spectral arrays. The 

excitation spectra were measured in the range of 250–400 nm for emission adjusted between 

400 and 500 nm in steps of 10 nm. The quantitative estimation of LFP was based on 

excitation and emission maxima found in tridimensional spectral arrays. The three major 

fluorophores F325/380, F335/410, and F355/440 (excitation/emission, nm) were identified. 

The fluorometer was calibrated based on the standard No. 5 of the instrument manufacturer, 

and the LFP concentration was expressed in arbitrary units per mg tissue wet weight. The 

statistical evaluations were made using ANOVA with Scheffe post–hoc test, and the results 

are shown as means ± SEM. The synchronous emission spectra were measured in the range of 

350–550 nm, with a constant difference of 50 nm between excitation and emission 

wavelengths. Their second derivatives were obtained using the AB–2 software. 

 

5.10. HPLC analysis 

Brain chloroform extracts were evaporated under the stream of nitrogen. The 

evaporated sample was dissolved in approximately 1 ml of running phase used in isocratic 

HPLC separation. A mixture of acetonitrile–methanol– water (50:10:40, v/v) was used for 

separation of LFP. A Jasco HPLC instrument equipped with fluorescence detector was set at 

the excitation and emission maxima of the three major fluorophores. A C18 column (4 x 250 

mm) was used for the analysis. Isocratic elution gave optimum separation at 0.2 ml/min. 
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6. RESULTS 

 

6.1. The ontogenetic development of GABAB–receptor signaling cascade 

 

6.1.1. Functional coupling of GABAB–R with G proteins 

The efficacy (maximum of G protein response) and potency (affinity of G protein 

response) of GABAB–receptors in plasma membranes isolated from brain cortex of 2–, 14–

and 90–days old rats was determined as baclofen– and SKF97541–stimulated, high–affinity 

[
35

S]GTPγS binding in the presence of 20 µM GDP. The addition of 20 µM GDP into the 

assay mix was necessary to suppress the high basal level of binding of this non–hydrolysable 

analog of GTP with the aim to reveal the agonist–stimulated component of G protein activity 

(compare with Fig. 26). Dose–response curves were measured in 0.1 nM–1 mM range of 

baclofen or SKF97541 concentrations and the significance of difference among PM prepared 

from 2–(PD2), 14– (PD14) and 90–days (PD90) old rats was analyzed by one–way ANOVA 

followed by Bonferroni’s post–hoc comparison test using GraphPad Prism 4 software. 

Surprisingly, baclofen exhibited the significant ability to increase the basal level of 

[
35

S]GTPγS binding measured in the absence of agonist (Bbasal) already in 2–day–old animals 

(PD2). This ability was further increased in the course of the first two weeks of postnatal life 

(Fig. 27), but virtually unchanged when viewed over the whole period of brain development 

as the averaged dose–response curve measured in 2–days–old animals was not significantly 

different from that measured in adult rats (90–days old). The basal level of [
35

S]GTPγS 

binding was also significantly increased between PD2 and PD14 and subsequently decreased 

to the adult level. The same result applied to the net–increment of agonist stimulation 

expressed as the difference between baclofen–stimulated and the basal level of [
35

S]GTPγS 

(Table 1). The % of baclofen–stimulation over the basal level of binding was unchanged.  

The developmental alteration of dose–response curves of SKF97541–stimulated 

[
35

S]GTPγS binding, analyzed in an independent set of PM preparations, was similar to that of 

baclofen, however, a substantial difference between the two agonists was also noticed.  

SKF97541 exhibited the significant ability to increase the basal level of [
35

S]GTPγS binding 

already in 2–day–old animals. The maximum response of SKF97541 was increased between 

PD2 (Bmax = 1.13 pmol x mg
–1

) and PD14 (Bmax = 1.51 pmol x mg
–1

) and further development 

was reflected in decrease of SKF97541–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding to the level in 90–

days–old animals (Bmax = 1.08 pmol x mg
–1

), which was not significantly different from that 

in 2–days–old animals.  
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The significant difference, however, was observed when comparing the basal level of 

binding in 2–days–old (Bbasal = 0.83 pmol x mg
–1

), 14–days–old (Bbasal = 1.02 pmol x mg
–1

)  

and 90–days–old (Bbasal = 0.66 pmol x mg
–1

) animals:  PD2 versus PD14, p<0.01, **; PD14 

versus PD90, p<0.01,**; PD2 versus PD90, p<0.01,** (Table 1). The % of SKF97541–

stimulation over the basal level was unchanged. Comparison of SKF97541– and baclofen–

stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding data indicated, that usage of different animals for preparation 

of PM was associated with the difference  in the basal level of binding in the absence of 

agonist.  

The potency (EC50 values) of G protein response to baclofen was not significantly 

different in membranes prepared from 2–, 14– and 90–day–old rats, but decreased from the 

birth to adulthood in the case of SKF97541 (Table 1). This finding was compatible with 

electrophysiological studies of brain maturation indicating an altered sensitivity to different 

GABAB–R agonists in the course of brain development (Bernasconi et al. 1992, Hosford et al. 

1992, Marescaux et al. 1992, Lin et al. 1993, Kubová et al. 1996, Mareš 2008).  

 

Fig. 27  Dose–response curves of baclofen and SKF97541–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS 

binding in PM isolated from 2–, 14– and 90–day–old rats 
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Legend to Fig. 27. PM were isolated in parallel from brain cortex of 2 (●)–, 14 (○)– and 90 

(■)–days–old rats and the high–affinity [
35

S]GTPγS binding was measured in the presence of 
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increasing concentrations of GABAB–R agonists (–)–baclofen (left) or (–)–SKF97541 (right 

panel) in different age groups as described in Methods. The binding data were fitted by 

sigmoidal dose–response curves using GraphPad Prism 4 and represent the average of three 

experiments ± S.E.M. Differences between the averaged dose–response curves corresponding 

to PM prepared from 2–(PD2), 14–(PD14) and 90–days (PD90) old rats were statistically 

analyzed by one–way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post–hoc comparison test. The 

results of this analysis are presented in Table1. 

 

Table 1. Maximum response (Bmax) and affinity (EC50) of baclofen– and 

SKF97541–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding in PM isolated from 2–, 14– and 90–days old 

rats. 

 

 

 A(–)–baclofen 2–days 14–days 90–days  

       

 Bbasal 0.72 ± 0.01 1.09 ± 0.02 0.64 ± 0.01  

 Bmax 1.04 ± 0.03 1.64 ± 0.03 1.03 ± 0.01  

 Bmax – Bbasal 0.31  0.62 0.40  

 

100 x Bmax / 

Bbasal 152 % 152 % 166 %  

 EC50 (µM) 9.00 (4.46–18.15) 13.35 (7.80–22.85) 13.26 (9.96–17.65)  

       

 B(–)–SKF97541      

       

 Bbasal 0.83 ± 0.01 1.15 ± 0.01 0.66 ± 0.01  

 Bmax 1.13 ± 0.02 1.71 ± 0.02 1.08 ± 0.02  

 Bmax – Bbasal 0.30  0.49 0.42  

 

100 x Bmax / 

Bbasal 142 % 152 % 168 %  

 EC50 (µM) 9.79 (5.30–18.10) 23.40 (14.31–38.25) 36.51 (21.87–60.95)  

       

 

Bbasal (pmol · mg
–1

), binding in the absence of agonist; Bmax (pmol · mg
–1

), binding at saturating agonist 

concentration; = Bmax – Bbasal, net–increment of agonist stimulation; 100 x Bmax / Bbasal, % stimulation of the 

basal level by agonist. EC50 (µM), agonist concentration inducing half–maximum stimulation (95 % confidence 
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limit). Bmax, Bbasal and EC50 values were determined by analysis of the sigmoidal dose–response curves of 

baclofen– (A) and SKF97541– (B) stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding presented in Figure 1 by GraphPad Prism 4 

and represent the average of three experiments ± S.E.M. The significance of difference between Bbasal, Bmax and 

EC50 values in PM prepared from 2 (PD2)–, 14 (PD14)– and 90 (PD90)–days–old rats was determined by one–

way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post–hoc comparison test.  

The significance of difference between Bbasal, Bmax and EC50 values in PM prepared from 2 (PD2)–, 14 

(PD14)– and 90 (PD90)–days–old rats was determined by one–way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post–hoc 

comparison test.  

A (baclofen).  

Bbasal (PD2 versus PD14, p<0.0001, ***; PD14 versus PD90, p<0.0001, ***; PD2 versus PD90, p>0.05, 

not significant. Bmax (PD2 versus PD14, p<0.001, ***; PD14 versus PD90, p<0.001, ***; PD2 versus PD90, 

p>0.05, not significant. EC50 (PD2 versus PD14, p>0.05, NS; PD14 versus PD90, p>0.05, NS; PD2 versus 

PD90, p>0.05, NS.  

B (SKF97541).  

Bbasal (PD2 versus PD14, p<0.0001, ***; PD14 versus PD90, p<0.0001, ***; PD2 versus PD90, 

p=0.0022, **. Bmax (PD2 versus PD14, p<0.0001, ***; PD14 versus PD90, p<0.0001, ***; PD2 versus PD90, 

p>0.05, NS. EC50 (PD2 versus PD14, p>0.05, NS; PD14 versus PD90, p>0.05, NS; PD2 versus PD90, p<0.01, 

**). 

 

Determination of the dose–response curves of baclofen– and SKF9754–stimulated 

[
35

S]GTPγS binding in 1–, 15– and 90–days old rats was followed by the detailed analysis of 

ontogenetic profile of agonist–stimulated G protein activity in fetuses (–1) and in PM 

prepared from 1–, 2–, 4–, 5–, 9–, 10–, 14–, 15–, 25–, 30–, 35–, 42–, 47– and 90–days old rats. 

Data presented in Fig. 28 indicated clearly the existence of maximum of baclofen– and 

SKF97541–stimulated G protein activity at PD14 and PD15. Baclofen–stimulated, SKF9754–

stimulated and the basal level of [
35

S]GTPγS binding in adult animals were not significantly 

different from those detected in 2–days–old animals (PD2). Accordingly, the peak value of 

[
3
H]GABA binding was detected at PD14 in rat brain cortical slices by quantitative 

autoradiography and this high level of [
3
H]GABA binding subsequently declined to the adult 

level (Turgeon and Albin 1994).  
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Fig. 28 Baclofen– and SKF97541–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding; one–point assay 
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Legend to Fig. 28.  

Upper panels. PM were isolated from fetuses (–1) and from 1–, 2–, 4–, 5–, 8–, 9–, 10–

, 14–, 15–, 25–, 30–, 35–, 42–, 47– and 90–days old rats, frozen in liquid nitrogen and used 

only once. Baclofen– and SKF97541–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding was determined in 

different age groups as described in Methods in the presence (●, Bagonist) or absence (○, Bbasal) 

of 1 mM baclofen (left) or 100 M SKF97541 (right panel).  

 The significance of difference between the two sets of data (Bagonist versus Bbasal) at all 

age intervals was analyzed by Student s t–test using GraphPad Prism 4:  baclofen, p < 0.001, 

***; SKF97541, p < 0.0022, **. The same type of comparison (Bagonist versus Bbasal) was also 

performed at individual age intervals: baclofen [day –1 (*), PD2 (**), PD5(***), PD9(***), 
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+
10(***), PD15(**), PD25(***), PD35(****), PD42(***), PD47(**), PD90(***)]. 

SKF97541 [day –1 (NS), PD2 (NS), PD4(*), PD8(*), PD14(**), PD30(NS), PD90(NS)]. 

Lower panels. Difference between agonist–stimulated (Bagonist) and basal (Bbasal ) level 

of binding was expressed as the net–increment of agonist stimulation Δ = Bagonist   –   Bbasal.   

Data represent the average ± S.E.M. of three experiments.  

 

The existence of the sharp maximum of GABAB–R agonist–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS 

binding at PD15 and PD14 (Fig. 28) was fully consistent with our previous data indicating the 

striking maximum of basal, manganese–, fluoride– and forskoline–stimulated AC activity in 

12–day–old rats (Ihnatovych et al. 2002). Thus, the increase of baclofen– and SKF97541–

stimulated G protein activity during the first two weeks of postnatal life, its maximum in 14–

15–day–old rats and the subsequent decrease is correlated in time with the maximum of AC 

activity.  The question to what extend the maximum of AC activity observed at PD12 

precedes the peak of activity of G proteins can not be decided at the present stage of our 

experimentation, as AC activity was determined at PD12 and PD18 only, i.e. not in the period 

between these two age intervals. 

 

6.1.2 Number and affinity of GABAB–R; direct saturation binding study with 

antagonist [
3
H]CGP54626A 

Plasma membrane density of GABAB–R at different age intervals was determined by 

saturation binding study with specific antagonist [
3
H]CGP54626A. Data presented in Fig. 29 

indicated clearly that the highest PM density of GABAB–R, estimated as the maximum 

binding capacity (Bmax) of [
3
H]CGP54626A binding sites, was detected in PM samples 

prepared from 1–day–old rats (2.27±0.08 pmol · mg
–1

). The further development was 

reflected in a marked decrease of [
3
H]CGP54626A binding as the Bmax values of 1.38±0.05 

and 0.93±0.04 pmol · mg
–1

 were determined in PM isolated from 13– and 90–days old rats, 

respectively. The dissociation constant (Kd) was increased from 11.8 nM (PD1) to 15.3 nM 

(PD13) and 22.1 nM (PD90), indicating the decreased affinity and qualitative change of 

GABAB–R binding sites towards this antagonist in the course of rat brain cortex maturation. 

The decrease in affinity of [
3
H]CGP54626AA binding (expressed as 1 / Kd ), observed 

together with the decrease in affinity of SKF97541–response of G proteins (Fig. 27), suggests 

a partial agonistic nature of [
3
H]CGP54626AA interaction with GABAB–R which would be 

altered in the course of brain cortex ontogenesis. 
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Fig. 29. Saturation of [
3
H]CGP54626AA binding sites in PM isolated from 1–, 13– 

and 90–day–old rats 
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Legend to Fig. 29. Maximum number (Bmax) and affinity (Kd) of specific [
3
H]CGP54626AA 

binding sites was determined in PM isolated in parallel from brain cortex of 1 (●)–, 13 (○)– 

and 90 (■)–days old rats by direct saturation binding assay as described in Methods. Bmax 

(maximum binding capacity) and Kd (dissociation constant) of specific [
3
H]CGP54626AA 

binding sites were calculated by fitting the data by 1–site hyperbola by GraphPad Prism 4 and 

represent the average ± S.E.M. of 3 experiments. One–way ANOVA followed by 

Bonferroni’s post–hoc comparison test was used for statistical analysis of the difference 

between Bmax or Kd values in PM prepared from rats of different ages. Bmax : PD1 versus 

PD13, p < 0.01, **; PD13 versus PD90, p < 0.001, ***; PD13 versus PD90, p < 0.05, *. Kd : 

PD1 versus PD13, p > 0.05, NS; PD13 versus PD90, p < 0.01, **; PD13 versus PD90, p < 

0.05, *. 
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6.1.3. Ontogenetic development of sodium plus potassium activated, 

ouabain dependent Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase (EC 3.6.1.3) 

 

Postnatal development of GABAB–R–G protein coupling and antagonist ligand binding 

to GABAB–R was substantially different from maturation of the prototypical plasma 

membrane marker, Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase (Fig. 30A, B). Membrane density of Na, K–ATPase, 

determined by immunoblotting with specific antibodies oriented against the affinity purified 

α–subunit of this enzyme, was low around the at birth (PD–1, PD1 and PD2) and further 

development was reflected in a marked increase of this protein. The major increase occurred 

between the birth and PD25. Since this age interval, PM content of Na, K –ATPase was not 

significantly different in PM isolated from 35–, 42– and 90–day–old rats.  

The intensity of average immunoblot signal in adult rats (PD90) was 3.5–times higher 

than around the birth, i.e. in PM samples prepared from foetuses 1–day before the birth or 

from 1– and 2–days–old animals (PD1 and PD2). This result indicated a marked increase of 

plasma membrane density of Na,K–ATPase molecules in the course of brain cortex 

development. 

Virtually the same result was obtained when selective inhibitor [
3
H]ouabain was used 

for determination of the number of Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase molecules in PM (Fig. 30C). The major 

increase of [
3
H]ouabain binding in PM was noticed between the birth and PD25. Since PD25, 

the binding of this radioligand was not significantly different from the adult animals. 

[
3
H]ouabain binding in 90–day–old rats (13.89 pmol.mg

–1
) was 1.6x higher than in 15–day–

old rats (8.64 pmol.mg
–1

) and 2.6x higher than in fetuses 1 day before the birth (5.44 

pmol.mg
–1

). 

Thus, the postnatal development of plasma membrane density of Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase 

molecules proceeded in completely different way when compared with maturation of 

GABAB–R signaling cascade. The highest number of GABAB–R was observed around the 

birth and further development was reflected in 2.4–fold decrease of GABAB–receptor binding 

sites for specific antagonist [
3
H]CGP54626AA while the amount of Na

+
/K

+
–ATPase 

molecules was increased ≈3–fold between the birth and adulthood (90–days old rats).  
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Fig. 30  Plasma membrane density of Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase determined by immunoblot 

analysis (A, B) and [
3
H]ouabain binding (C) 
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 Immunoblot detection of α–subunit of Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase was performed by polyclonal 

Ab (Santa Cruz, sc–28800). (A) Typical immunoblot. (B) Average of 5 immunoblots. The 

significance of the difference between the immunoblot signal determined in fetuses 1–day 

before the birth (100%) and signals determined at different ages (PD1, PD2, PD5, PD9, PD10, 

PD15, PD25, PD35, PD42, PD47, PD90) was analyzed by one–way ANOVA followed by 

Bonferroni’s test using GraphPad Prism 4. Since PD5, the increase of Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase was 

highly significant (**, p < 0.01).  (C) [
3
H]ouabain binding was measured as described in 

Methods. Data represent the average ± S.E.M. of three experiments performed in triplicates. 

Significance of the difference between the binding at different age intervals was analyzed by 

one–way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni's test: fetuses D–1 versus PD15 (*, p<0.05), D–1 

versus PD25 (**, p<0.01), D–1 versus PD90 (**, p<0.01), PD15 versus PD25 (*, p<0.05), 

PD15 versus PD90 (**, p<0.01), PD25 versus PD90 (NS, p>0.05).  

 

 

6.2. The ontogenetic development of oxidative damage of the brain; 

generation of lipofuscin–like pigments (LFP) 

 

6.2.1. Study of lipofuscin–like pigments in brain tissue homogenates. 

  The aim of our first study of LFP production in rat brain (Wilhelm at al., 2011) was to 

get information about free oxygen radical damage proceeding in rat rain cortex before and 

shortly after the birth. We have also analyzed the whole postnatal period up to the postnatal– 

day–90 (PD90). Our studies were performed with the tissue homogenates prepared from 

animals of different ages: group A, 7 days before birth; group B, 1 day before birth; group C, 

postnatal day 1; group D, postnatal day 2; group E, postnatal day 5; group F, postnatal day 

10; group G, postnatal day 15; group H, postnatal day 25; group I, postnatal day 35; group J, 

90–days–old animals. For a detailed characterization of fluorescent properties of LFP, we 

used the fluorescence spectroscopy methods comprising the 3–dimensional spectral arrays 

with synchronous screening of the fluorescence spectra. Furthermore, the total LFP were 

resolved into several fractions by means of chloroform–metanol 3 : 1 extraction followed by 

HPLC with fluorescence detection.  

We have shown that the brain LFP constitute a complex mixture of very many 

different chemical compounds (fluorophores) whose composition is changing in the course of 

brain development, Figs. 31, 32 and 33). Our results also indicated that the highest 
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accumulation of oxidative products in the forebrain, when tested by detection of LFP, 

occurred immediately after the birth, at PD2 and PD5 (Fig. 32). This result may be 

interpreted as indication of the high oxidative damage proceeding in rat brain shortly after the 

birth. 

Fig. 31. Examples of 3D–fluorescence excitation spectra determined in brain chloroform 

extracts. (A) 7 days before birth, (D) 2 days after the birth, (J) 90 days after the birth 
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Legend to Fig. 31.  

A total of 70 pregnant female Wistar rats were used throughout the experiments. They 

had free access to water and standard laboratory diet. The offspring’s of both sexes were 

divided into 10 groups. Group A (110 fetuses) was sampled 7 days before birth, group B (110 

fetuses) 1 day before birth, group C (50 animals) on postnatal day 1, group D (50 animals) on 

postnatal day 2, group E (50 animals) on postnatal day 5, group F (50 animals) on postnatal 

day 10, group G (50 animals) on postnatal day 15, group H (30 animals) on postnatal day 25, 

group I (30 animals) on postnatal day 35, and group J (20 animals) 3 months after birth.  

 

Fig. 32. Quantitative determination of three major LFP fluorophores found in 3D 

spectra.  

 

 

 

Legend to Fig. 32. Group A, 7 days before birth; group B, 1 day before birth; group C, 
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postnatal day 1; group D, postnatal day 2; group E, postnatal day 5; group F, postnatal day 

10; group G, postnatal day 15; group H, postnatal day 25; group I, postnatal day 35; group J, 

3 months old animals. Statistical significance was related to group A:    

* P< 0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P< 0.001. 

 

Fig. 33. Examples of synchronous fluorescence spectra (left–hand panels) and their 

2nd derivatives (right–hand panels). (A) 7 days before the birth;  (D) postnatal day 2; (E) 

postnatal day 5;  (J) 3 month old animals.  

 

 

Legend to Fig. 33. Vertical arrows in the 2nd derivatives of the spectra indicate the emission 
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maxima of the resolved fluorophores. 

 

Fig. 34.  Examples of the HPLC tracings of fluorophore F355/410 in brain chloroform 

extracts prepared from of animals of different ages. A) 7 days before birth, D) postnatal day 2, E) 

postnatal day 5,  J) 3 month old animals. 

 

 

 

Legend to Fig. 34. Brain chloroform extracts were evaporated under the stream of nitrogen. 

The evaporated sample was dissolved in approximately 1 ml of running phase used in 

isocratic HPLC separation. A mixture of acetonitrile–methanol–water (50:10:40, v/v) was 

used for separation of LFP. A Jasco HPLC instrument equipped with fluorescence detector 

was set at the excitation and emission maxima of the three major fluorophores. A C18 column 

(4 x 250 mm) was used for the analysis. Isocratic elution gave optimum separation at 0.2 

ml/ml. 

 

6.2.2. Study of lipofuscin–like pigments in subcellular membrane fractions. 

The aim of our second study of LFP in the brain (Wilhelm at al., 2014; manuscript in 

preparation) was to determine the ontogenetic development of LFP production in different 

subcellular membrane fractions (post–nuclear fraction, mitochondria, miscrosomes, crude 

plasma membranes, cytosol) and to compare the ontogenetic patterns observed in these 

membranes with data obtained by analysis of the whole tissue homogenates. The LFP level in 

fetuses was taken as a reference value corresponding to 100%. The LFP content in different 

membrane fractions collected at different time intervals of brain development were expressed 
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as percentage of this value. The results are presented in Fig. 35. 

 

Fig. 35. LFP levels in brain homogenate and subcellular fractions during development. 

Foetal homogenate level was taken as 100%. Statistical significance: * P< 0.05, ** P< 0.01, 

*** P< 0.001 

 

 

  

 

Judged from an overall point of view, the results were in full accordance with our 
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previous study of tissue homogenates (Wilhelm et. al. 2011). However, analysis of LFP in 5 

subcellular fractions has also brought some unexpected observations. First, it was found that 

the high LFP levels were detected already in the foetal brain in soluble fraction (220%) and in 

crude plasma membrane fraction (CM) representing the mixture of vesicles derived from 

plasma membrane and microsomes (282%), whilst the LFP level in other fractions was not 

increased. The soluble fraction was still increased on PD1 (236%) and then returned to the 

control level and stayed unchanged throughout the whole time scale of experiment. In the 

soluble fraction, we might expect lipoproteins containing the oxidized lipids with 

characteristics of LFP. Apparently, these lipoproteins are quickly decomposed after birth. 

 In “crude plasma membranes” containing the small vesicular fragments derived from 

plasma membrane, endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi, the increased LFP level stayed until 

PD8. This was a unique observation when compared with other membrane types, as the LFP 

levels in other fractions were increased only up to PD2. Detection of this prolonged LFP 

increase in CM might indicate a change of this cell structure proceeding well beyond the 

birth.  

LFPs in mitochondria were increased on PD1 (212%) and PD2 (152%). Afterwards, 

they returned to normal levels and were further decreased on PD14 (70%) and PD60 (64%). 

Thus, and as already noticed in our previous analysis of brain tissue homogenates  (Wilhelm 

et al., 2011), the increase of LFPs immediately after birth (PD1 and PD2) may be interpreted 

as an indication of an intensive aerobic metabolism accompanied by free radical production 

and consequent damage of membrane structures. The decrease of mitochondrial and nuclear 

LFP in samples collected from older rats (PD8–PD14) might be an indication of the high 

mitochondrial turnover proceeding in this period. The newly formed mitochondria, containing 

the low amount of LFP appear and dilute the concentration of these substances in the whole 

MITO fraction. 

 In nuclei, LFP was increased at PD1 (152%) and PD2 (215%). This increase was 

followed by decrease below the control value observed at PD14 (58%), PD30 (82%) and 

PD60 (65%). Nuclear membrane contains the electron transfer system analogical to that of 

endoplasmic reticulum which can be the source of free radicals and LFP. In similarity to 

mitochondria, the decrease of LFP level at PD8 and PD14 might be caused by an intensive 

cell proliferation, when the newly formed nuclei, containing less LFP, are merged into the 

overall pool detected in nuclear fraction. 
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7. DISCUSSION 

 

7.1. The ontogenetic development of GABAB–receptor signaling cascade 

The highest maximum response (efficacy) of baclofen– and SKF97541–stimulated 

[
35

S]GTPγS binding was measured at postnatal day 14 and 15 and afterward, the ability of 

these two GABAB–R agonists to increase activity of G proteins decreased continuously 

towards the adult level (Fig. 28).  Accordingly, the peak value of [
3
H]GABA binding was 

detected at PD14 in rat brain cortical slices by quantitative autoradiography and this high 

level of [
3
H]GABA binding subsequently declined to the adult level (Turgeon and Albin 

1994).  

The existence of the maximum of coupling efficacy between GABAB–R and G proteins, 

which was observed in “opening of eyes period” at PD14 and PD15, may be interpreted as 

an overlap between the two opposite regulatory effects: the stimulation which is stronger at 

age intervals before this period and inhibition, which prevails in older rats.  

Data presented in my work (Figs 27 and 28) indicated a noticeable extent of 

compatibility of our present results with experimental data obtained before by functional 

assays of adenylyl cyclase (AC) activity in the presence or absence of GABAB–R agonists, 

(Ihnatovych et al. 2002 a,b). Maximum activation of baclofen– and SKF97541–stimulated 

[
35

S]GTPγS binding at PD14 and PD15 coincided with the developmental profile of AC 

activity. The maximum of agonist–stimulated G protein activity (Fig. 28) as well as basal, 

fluoride–, GTP– and forskoline–stimulated AC was found in the same period of brain 

development, i.e. between PD10 and PD15. However, a marked difference between the two 

sets of data was noticed as well. Maturation of functional coupling of GABAB–R with G 

proteins preceded maturation of AC system because AC activity was very low at birth while 

both baclofen and SKF97541 exhibited significant efficacy already at PD2 (Fig. 27). 

The highest plasma membrane density of GABAB–R determined by saturation binding 

study with specific antagonist [
3
H]CGP54626A was observed shortly after the birth (at PD1) 

and subsequently decreased in 13– and 90–day–old rats (Fig. 29). It may be therefore 

suggested that the physiological significance of the high receptor number and significant 

efficacy of coupling of GABAB–R with G proteins shortly after the birth (at PD1 and PD2) is 

related to some other effectors but AC–cAMP system. Ionic channels regulated by the free 

Goα and Gβ subunits represent the primary candidates for such effectors (Newberry et al. 

1984a,b, Gähwiler et al. 1985, Bormann 1988, Bowery et al. 1989). 

Comparison of EC50 values of baclofen–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding indicated no 
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significant difference in PM samples isolated from 2–, 14– and 90–day–old rats. Contrarily, 

the EC50 values of G protein stimulation by SKF97541 were clearly increased from the birth 

to adulthood (Table 2). This result suggests a developmental decrease in affinity of GABAB–

R response for the latter agonist and it is compatible with electrophysiological studies of brain 

function indicating the differences in sensitivity of GABAB–R to different agonists 

(Bernasconi et al. 1992, Hosford et al. 1992, Lin et al. 1992, Marescaux et al. 1992). 

Furthermore, epileptological studies of brain function indicated that anticonvulsant action of 

baclofen was unchanged during postnatal period (Kubová et al. 1996); simultaneously, the 

ontogenetic profile of anticonvulsant action of SKF97541 was not identical with that of 

baclofen (Mareš 2008). Thus, the time–span between PD12 and PD18 represented the most 

critical period from this point of view. 

 

7.2. The ontogenetic development of Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase 

The ontogenetic development of Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase

1
 was completely different from that 

obtained in studies of GABAB–R–signaling cascade (Fig. 30). Membrane density of Na
+
/K

+
–

ATPase molecules, determined by immunodetection of the α–subunit of this enzyme, was 

increased 3.5–fold in PM isolated from adult, 90–days–old animals when compared with PM 

isolated from foetuses 1–day before the birth. The similar increase (2.6–fold) was detected in 

[
3
H]ouabain binding studies. Thus, the overall maturation of the brain cortex, which was in 

our studies monitored by a developmental study of prototypical plasma membrane marker 

Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase, proceeds between the birth and the adulthood. The increase of Na

+
/K

+
–

ATPase molecules in PM proceeds in striking contrast to ontogenetic change of number of 

GABAB–R which is in this period decreased 2.4–fold.   

1, Sodium plus potassium activated, magnesium dependent adenosinetriphosphatase (EC 3.6.1.3) represents a crucial enzyme 

for preservation of the continuous neuronal activity as it is  catalyzing the active, ATP–dependent transport of sodium and 

potassium cations across plasma membrane. The 3 sodium cations are transported from the cell interior to the extracellular 

space in exchange of 2 potassium cations which pumped into the cell. The single cycle of Na+/K+–ATPase catalytical activity 

results in transfer of one positive charge out from the cell. 

 

7.3.   Postnatal ontogenesis of oxidative damage of the brain 

LFP were used as a tool to assess the extent of ROS formation in brain cortex of rats 

during early postnatal development. The highest accumulation of these compounds was found 

immediately after birth and the level of these compounds was subsequently falling down to 

the three months of age, which is believed to represent a period when ageing starts in rats.. 

Although the increased free radical production shortly after the birth is to be expected because 
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of the rapid increase in oxygen concentration in the brain of new born animals and absence of 

fully functional mitochondria at this age interval, the detection of the final products of 

peroxidative damage (LFP) has not been analyzed before in the detailed manner, i.e. on the 

day by day basis.  

When considering the up–to–date literature data from the broader scope of view, ROS–

mediated oxidative damage of DNA was demonstrated in rat brain, liver, kidney and skin 

during the first few hours after the birth (Randerath et al. 1997). Lungs were not affected. The 

brain lesions were considered as substantial and were similar to or even greater than the 

lesions in senescent, 24–month old rats. The concept of oxidative stress generated after the 

normal birth was also supported by the finding of a pronounced neonatal decreases in the 

hepatic GSH/GSSG ratio in rats (Sastre et al. 1994, Pellardo et al. 1991). Also the product of 

membrane lipid peroxidation, malonaldehyde, exhibited a transient rise after the birth in rat 

liver and kidney (Gunther et al. 1993). The tissue specificity of manifestation of oxidative 

damage may be easily explained by differences in balance between the intensity of oxidative 

metabolism and antioxidant protection existing in a given tissue. Up to now, no such studies 

were undertaken in the brain. 

Our results indicated a transient accumulation of LFP in neonatal rat brain: LFP, were 

increased on the day 1 after the birth (PD1), reached the maximum level on the day 2 (PD2) 

and decreased to the prenatal level already on postnatal day 5 (PD5) (Fig. 35; Wilhelm et al., 

2011). A new rise of LFP production was found in 3–month–old animals (PD90). As already 

mentioned, results presented in our work correlated with the demonstration of oxidative 

damage of DNA (Randerath et al. 1997). The fact that all fluorophores had similar 

ontogenetic pattern supported the physiological relevance of our results as this finding may be 

interpreted to mean that LFPs are generated by the same process or are localized in the same 

subcellular membrane compartment.  

Wihelm and Ostadalova (2012) investigated the ontogenetic profile of generation of 

LFPs in neonatal rat heart and found that the observed changes were similar to those obtained 

in frontal brain cortex. Mitochondria are the first suspected source for ROS production when 

considering the brain. This interpretation is supported by the previously published data 

(Svoboda and Lodin 1972, 1973) indicating the low activity of α–glycerolphosphate and 

succinate dehydrogenases in immature brain: the activity of both enzymes was very low 

before and shortly after the birth. The temporary activation of α–GPDH (maximum at PD4–8) 

faded away before PD10. The major increase of these mitochondrial enzyme activities 

proceeded between PD10 and PD20 and was not completed before PD30. Thus, the presence 
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of immature respiratory chain of mitochondria in brain cortex of newborn animals may 

explain the increase of LFP immediately after the birth. 

Besides mitochondria, the high LFP production in brain of new–born animals may be 

also interpreted as an indication for the presence of the high amount of microglia 

phagocytosing the apoptosed brain cells. In mice, the maximum phagocytosis associated with 

significant ROS production, occurred on postnatal day 3 (Marı´n–Teva et al. 2004). This time 

period corresponds well with the maximum of LFP production measured in our experiments: 

between PD1 and PD5. Thus, at least some part of the early production of LFP in the brain 

may be cell specific and functionally related to activity of microglia. Transition from hypoxia 

to normoxia and increase of oxygen partial pressure was also shown to increase production of 

free radicals (Wilhelm et al. 1999). It is therefore possible that the hypoxic/ normoxic 

transition proceeding in the newly born rats contributes to the process of LFP formation. 

The pattern of 3D–spectral arrays, synchronous spectra and their derivatives (all 

together) indicate the presence of many fluorescent species belonging to the category of LFP. 

Each of these spectrally characterized species can be further resolved into several 

chromatographically distinct compounds (Fig. 31, 32, 33; Wilhelm et al., 2011). Taken 

together, LFP may originate from hundreds, may be thousands, of unknown compounds 

which are functionally related to or produced by the brain oxidative damage after the birth. 

We assume that a formation of LFPs in 3–month–old animals, when aging starts in rats, is 

based primarily on ROS generated by mitochondria (Kann and Kovacs, 2007). Since that 

time, these products only accumulate (Brunk and Terman, 2002).
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8.    CONCLUSIONS 

 

1) The significant intrinsic efficacy of GABAB–receptors was detected in rat brain 

cortex already shortly after the birth: at postnatal day 1 and 2. Subsequently, both baclofen 

and SKF97541–stimulated G protein activity, measured as the high–affinity [
35

S]GTPγS 

binding, was increased. The highest level of agonist–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding was 

detected at postnatal days 14 and 15. In older rats, the efficacy, i.e. the maximum response of 

baclofen– and SKF97541–stimulated [
35

S]GTPγS binding was continuously decreased so, that 

the level in adult, 90–days old rats was not different from that in newborn animals. This 

profile of ontogenetic development of functional coupling between GABAB–R and the 

cognate G proteins was similar to the maturation of adenylyl cyclase activity (Ihnatovych et 

al. 2002). 

The existence of maximum of coupling efficacy between GABAB–R and G proteins, 

observed in “opening of eyes period” at PD14 and PD15, may be interpreted as an overlap 

between the two opposing / counter–acting regulatory effects: stimulatory which is stronger 

at age intervals before this period and inhibitory effect, which prevails in older rats. 

2) The potency of G protein response to baclofen stimulation, characterized by EC50 

values, was also high at birth but unchanged by further development. The individual variance 

among different agonists was observed in this respect as the potency of SKF97541 response 

was decreased when compared in 2– and 90–days old rats.  

3) Plasma membrane density of GABAB–R, determined by saturation binding assay as 

maximum binding capacity (Bmax) of specific antagonist [
3
H]CGP54626A, was highest in 1–

day old animals. The further maturation of rat brain cortex was reflected in decrease of PM 

density of GABAB–R observed in 13– and 90–days old animals.  

4) The ontogenetic development of Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase

 
was completely different from that 

obtained in studies of GABAB–R–signaling cascade. In contrast to the number of GABAB–R, 

plasma membrane density of Na
+
/K

+
–ATPase molecules was increased ≈ 3–fold when 

compared in new born (1–day–old) and 90–days–old rats.  

5) The high level of lipofuscin like pigments (LFP) was generated in rat brain cortex 

during the first 5 days of postnatal life. Maximum level of LFP was detected on the postnatal 

day 2. Starting from the postnatal day 10, LFP concentration returned down to the prenatal 

level. A new rise in LFP concentration was observed in 90–days old animals. This second 

increase of LFP may indicate the beginning of the aging process in rat brain cortex.
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